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Executive Summary 
As drivers of employment, innovation and productivity, scaleups have the potential to 
shape entire industries and bring about positive impact in local and national economies. 
Maintaining and steering growth, however, is no simple feat since scaleups face two 
threatening “Valleys of Death” in their lifecycles (please see Section 2.3). A well-
functioning scaleup ecosystem is therefore necessary to help overcome the difficulties 
faced when scaling up and maintaining high levels of growth.  

The research is carried out by qualitative methods. An extensive literature review and 
desk study are conducted to arrive at a framework for analysing scaleup ecosystems. To 
create specific insights regarding the Future of Mobility, additional literature and desk 
research is done and interviews were conducted with experts and five scaleup companies 
in the Future of Mobility field (Parkbee, SnappCar, Lightyear, Hardt Hyperloop and 
VanMoof). 

This research study demonstrates how a well-functioning scaleup ecosystem contributes 
to the growth of scaleups. A framework to understand the importance and the 
functioning of an ecosystem for the growth and prosperity of scaleups is developed, 
revealing a complex system of interactions, collaborations and exchanges between 
agents within an institutional and cultural context. To foster the enduring growth of 
companies, scaleup ecosystems are also contingent on access to the following elements: 
market, related and supporting industries, talent and knowledge and capital. See Figure 1 
in Section 3.1 for a visualisation of the ecosystem framework. 

There is a need for an elevated level of social and environmental awareness to current 
mobility patterns. The Future of Mobility requires support for the development of new 
mobility solutions, driven by innovations such as automation, connectivity and on-
demand accessibility, that enable a seamless flow of people and goods in a sustainable 
way. Scaleups, with their potential to shift entire industries and bring about positive 
socio-economic impact, are vehicles for transformative action to reshape the Future of 
Mobility. This calls for a supportive Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem that facilitates 
the growth and prosperity of scaleups offering new mobility solutions. See Figure 2 in 
Section 4.3 for a visualisation of the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem.  

In order to understand how an ecosystem contributes to the growth and prosperity of 
scaleups, each of the five building blocks of the scaleup ecosystem are unpacked in this 
research study (Table 1 in Section 3.3 summarises for each of its building blocks the 
typical success factors) and applied to parts1 of the Future of Mobility context (Table 2 in 
Section 4.4). The following key insights and calls to action (elaborated in the Conclusions) 
emerged for each building block:  

  

 
1 Innovative passenger mobility solutions in the fields Green Mobility and Mobility as a Service.  
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Access to Market 
Well-functioning scaleup ecosystems offer sufficient access to high-growth markets and a 
high-growth customer base, which entails similar customer behaviours and needs across 
related and international markets and related customer needs. Mobility as a service 
(MaaS) solutions, such as shared mobility solutions and autonomous vehicles, and Green 
Mobility solutions, such as electric vehicles, are poised for high-growth. For the latter to 
realise its growth potential, it is crucial for sustainability to drive consumer choices to 
overcome the “intention-action gap” currently defining consumption patterns. 
Competition is also a key ingredient in the ecosystem by indicating market readiness, 
thereby further driving innovation and growth. 

Calls to action: 
• Find high-growth markets 

• Overcome the “intention-action gap” 

• Invite more ecosystem actors to the market 

Access to Related and Supporting Industries 
Successful scaleup ecosystems foster dynamic interactions, collaborations and exchanges 
resulting in an active portfolio of partnerships, alliances and M&As. Through spillover and 
network effects, (high-tech) scaleups can leverage the benefits of location when they are 
in close proximity to related industries, especially when they are located within a high-
tech district. There is also a need for specialised advice pertaining to growth-related 
activities and the professionalisation of elements of the organisation in the scaling up 
process.   

Calls to action: 
• Leverage the power of location 

• Collaborate with other more established industries  

• Professionalise the management of growth 

Access to Talent and Knowledge 
Sufficient capability and leadership development is crucial to foster larger and 
functionally balanced founding teams with growth ambitions and complementary skills. 
Mobility is inextricably linked to the public sector. Availability of senior executives with 
experience working with/in the public sector in the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem 
is therefore important for optimal top-management team composition. Access to a 
diverse and international workforce comprised of highly educated scientists/engineers as 
well as sufficient personnel that do not require a high level of education is necessary for 
scaleups to carry out various functions when growing rapidly. However, there is a 
shortage of technical talent with the expertise to develop innovations for the Future of 
Mobility.  

Calls to action: 
• Hire in senior executives  

• Diversify the growth team 

• Bridge the gap in tech talent  
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Access to Capital 
A diverse international funding landscape including patient investors with “deep pockets” 
is required in order for scaleups to gain access to growth financing. To navigate this 
complex landscape, a “funding escalator” and sufficient expertise is necessary to address 
various investors’ needs. However, funding new mobility solutions is risky and not yet 
profitable given the early stages of market development of the associated innovations. As 
such, there is a financing gap for companies especially in the growth phase. It is thus even 
more crucial for Future of Mobility scaleups to ensure that there is sufficient financial 
expertise to help gain access to growth capital.  

Calls to action: 
• Get the right expertise for growth funding  

• Find investors that can look beyond the (short-term) business case  

• Mend the fragmented (mobility) funding landscape  

Institutional and Cultural Context  
Supportive formal (government, education, infrastructure) and informal (cultural) 
institutions form an important backdrop of successful scaleup ecosystems. With 
sufficient support to help scaleups comply to a multi-country institutional environment, 
international scaleup growth can be fostered. With enough flexibility, regulatory 
frameworks (e.g. regarding safety, liability, data usage, fuel economy, decarbonisation) 
can foster the growth of mobility scaleups.  

Calls to action: 
• Take leadership to pave way for the Future of Mobility  

• Trust takes transparency and time  

• Foster a growth-oriented culture and mindset  

• Local partners are key to scaling internationally 

This research study highlights the importance of fostering a supportive scaleup 
ecosystem and demonstrates how a well-functioning scaleup ecosystem requires 
sufficient access to market, related and supporting industries, talent and knowledge and 
capital. These dynamic elements exist within an enabling institutional and cultural 
context in order to contribute to the growth and prosperity of scaleups.  

Using the same Scaleup Ecosystem ‘lens’, this research zooms into the Future of Mobility 
in order to identify success factors specific to this type of ecosystem. It is clear that we 
need a well-functioning Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem in order to overcome the 
impending social, economic and environmental challenges facing humanity. As the world 
continues to develop and become more complex, we will inevitably face new challenges. 
By looking at these global challenges from a scaleup ecosystem perspective, relevant 
stakeholders can be provided with the necessary tools to tackle new challenges that we 
will inevitably encounter in the near future. 
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1. Introduction  

This introductory section provides context for this research study, followed by the aim and 
objectives set out by the research as well as the methods employed to reach these 
objectives.  

1.1. Context  

Scaleups are an important cornerstone for socio-economic progress (Acs, 2011). For 
instance, they are key drivers of job creation, productivity growth and innovation (World 
Economic Forum, 2013). At the same time, scaleups play a crucial role in the innovative 
transformation of industries and sectors (Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship, 2020). 
Due to their fast-growth, they are able to make a large and increasing impact on the 
development, application and diffusion of innovations, new business models, and new 
concepts and practices within and across industries and markets. Because of these 
characteristics, scaleups also play a vital role in the economic recovery of regions after a 
crisis (Acs, 2011). These effects are reinforced by the fact that scaleups by themselves 
also have the potential to quickly recover from recessions (Erasmus Centre for 
Entrepreneurship, 2020). 

Notwithstanding the importance of scaleups, recent evidence from the ScaleUp 
Dashboard 2020 (Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship, 2020) shows that scaleups face 
two very difficult to surmount “Valleys of Death” in their lifecycles, which are explained 
in more detail below (Section 2.3). To overcome such threats and to survive and maintain 
growth rates, it is important for scaleups to operate within a supportive and well-
functioning ecosystem (Stam & van de Ven, 2021; World Economic Forum, 2013). By 
supporting the transition of startups into scaleups and by ensuring that scaleups can 
maintain their growth, a continuous process of innovation can be enabled, which in turn 
strengthens the competitive advantage of scaleup ecosystems and drives further 
innovation.  

As such, the ecosystem within which scaleups operate requires further investigation so 
that relevant stakeholders can support the growth of startups into scaleups and help 
scaleups to survive and to maintain their fast-growth. 

1.2. Aim and Objectives  

The aim of this research study is to provide a framework to understand the importance 
and the functioning of an ecosystem for the growth and prosperity of scaleups. Scaleup 
ecosystems are dependent on a myriad of contextual factors. Therefore, as a second aim 
of this study, we provide an illustration of the applicability of the framework by deep 
diving into a specific context, i.e. the Future of Mobility—specifically, innovative 
passenger mobility solutions in the fields Green Mobility and Mobility as a Service. As 
such, this research study is based on an investigation of two central research questions:  

1. How does a well-functioning scaleup ecosystem contribute to the growth of scaleups? 
What are success factors?  

2. Why is a well-functioning Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem important and how 
does it function in this context? What are its success factors? 
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1.3. Structure and Methodology  

The research is carried out by means of qualitative research methods. An extensive 
literature review and desk study are conducted to arrive at a framework for analysing 
scaleup ecosystems (i.e., the first research question). This is complemented by additional 
literature and desk research, and expert interviews, to create specific insights regarding 
the Future of Mobility. In addition, interviews were conducted with five scaleup 
companies involved in the Future of Mobility field (Parkbee, SnappCar, Lightyear, Hardt 
Hyperloop and VanMoof). These case studies are used to complement the investigation 
for the second research question.  

The remainder of this report is structured as follows. Firstly, in Section 0, a 
conceptualisation of scaleups and the importance of them are provided, as well as an 
explanation of the typical challenges they face when going through two “Valleys of 
Death”. Section 3 conceptualises scaleup ecosystems and examines the specific elements 
contributing to a well-functioning scaleup ecosystem. The importance of a well-
functioning scaleup ecosystem, specifically its contribution to the survival and growth of 
scaleups, is highlighted as well as the associated success factors of each element within 
the ecosystem. A deep-dive into the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem is thereafter 
provided in Section 4, which zooms into each element of the ecosystem specifically 
within the context of the rapidly shifting mobility scaleup landscape, including five case 
studies. Finally, Section 5 wraps up by drawing main conclusions emerging from this 
research study.  
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2. Scaleups  

This section introduces the concept behind scaleups, their importance and specifically 
offers some insights into the Dutch scaleup landscape based on a literature review and a 
desk study. 

2.1. Defining scaleups  

Scaleups, also known as high-growth firms or gazelles, are phenomena that have gained 
popularity over the past few decades across the academic literature as well as the 
business landscape. ‘‘High-growth’’ is multidimensional in nature and can be achieved in 
a variety of ways (Delmar, Davidsson & Gartner, 2003). Typically, a scaleup is considered 
to be a company that has passed the stage of a startup. Hence, it has a proven business 
model, and is growing at high rates. The most commonly accepted operational definition 
of a scaleup is the one proposed by the OECD, which is applied in this research study: 

A scaleup is a company with an annual growth-rate of 20 percent or more per year in employees 
and / or turnover over a measurement period of at least three years. In addition, the company 
must have at least 10 full-time employees (FTE) and / or 5 million euros in turnover at the start of 
the measurement period (Eurostat-OECD, 2007). 

2.2. Importance of scaleups  

Known for experimenting with new technologies, concepts and business models, startups 
and new business ventures are often cited in the literature as engines of economic 
growth through the innovative value they bring to the market (Carree & Thurik, 2010; 
Coad, Segarra, & Teruel, 2016; Davila, Foster, He & Shimizu, 2015). However, due to the 
lack of maturity and market validation, the promises of startups bringing about growth 
and innovation are often not realised as shown by the high failure rate of startups. That 
is, about 90 percent of startups do not grow older than five years (Davila et al., 2015). 
Scaleups, on the other hand, are less vulnerable and have already proven their business 
models and validated it sufficiently in the market to be able to achieve rapid growth. As 
such, they are in a stronger position to impactfully contribute to the transformation of 
existing business practices and industries. Once startups have gained enough market 
traction and have grown to reach the scaleup phase, they are then able to drive 
innovation and change to create an impact. 

Research indicates that scaleups generate a disproportionately large share of all new net 
jobs in comparison to non-high-growth firms (Coutu 2014; Du & Temouri 2015; 
Henrekson & Johansson, 2010). In the Netherlands alone, scaleups contributed to the 
creation of about 232 thousand FTE jobs from 2016-2019 (Erasmus Centre for 
Entrepreneurship, 2020). 

Because of spillover effects from scaleups, they also generate positive benefits such as 
enhanced productivity or greater innovativeness for entire industries or regions (de 
Nicola et al. 2019; Kalafsky & Rice, 2017). Not only do their business activities directly 
create employment opportunities and contribute to job creation, they drive innovation 
and transform sectors by introducing new technologies and business models to the 
market. As such, scaleups are important sources of employment, productivity growth and 
innovation (World Economic Forum, 2013). For example, the growing demand of inputs 
from scaleups generates opportunities for suppliers to exploit economies of scale and 
facilitates technology upgrades throughout the entire value chain (Javorcik, 2004). 
Research suggests that firms operating in industries with a higher concentration of 
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scaleups do indeed achieve higher productivity levels (de Nicola et al. 2019). Evidence 
from a study of scaleups in the Netherlands specifically demonstrates that an increase in 
the prevalence of scaleups within an industry appears to have a positive effect on 
subsequent industry growth (Bos & Stam, 2014). As such, scaleups contribute to the 
competitive strength of a region or country by driving innovation and change throughout 
an economy. Scaleups therefore play an important role in the development and growth 
of local, regional and national economies.  

2.3. Scaleups in the Netherlands and the two “Valleys of Death”  

The literature demonstrates consistent evidence of a high death rate in the early-stage of 
a company’s lifecycle (Davila et al., 2015). Almost one in five new businesses in Europe 
fail in their first year (Statista, 2020). Data indicates that almost nine of out of ten (89%) 
startups will not survive the first five years. Only a small proportion (about 5%) of 
European startups will become scaleups (Mahr, 2020). 

Research (CB Insights, 2019) points to three major reasons identified by founders that 
were forced to close down their startups: a lack of market need; a lack of funding; and, a 
lack of a solid founding team. A result of these causes, most notably the first and the 
second one, are often referred to as the first “Valley of Death” that many startups 
experience, i.e. insufficient product-market fit and the gap between the initial investment 
and the critical follow-up investments they need to boost their growth. Being innovative 
and having a promising business model is often not enough for startups to scale up and 
survive without an appropriate investment (Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship, 2020).  

Although high-growth (specifically, early-stage employment growth) significantly 
improves the chances of startup survival (Choi, Rupasingha, Robertson, & Leigh, 2017), 
persistently high-growth firms are rare. There is evidence that companies often 
experience a sizeable shift from relatively high-growth to minimal or even negative 
growth. It is argued that “after a burst of energy, growth does not descend gradually: it 
drops like a stone.” (Davila et al., 2015). This ‘drop’ is also known as the second “Valley 
of Death”, which was recently identified in the Dutch scaleup landscape in the ScaleUp 
Dashboard 2020 (Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship, 2020) demonstrating that nearly 
two thirds of scaleups lose growth around their fifth to eighth year. This decline is 
represented in the dramatic decrease in the amount of scaleups older than eight years.  

While the first “Valley of Death” can be overcome by scaling the business model, the 
second “Valley of Death” pertains to scaling the organisation which includes the 
development of managerial and leadership talent. There are typically three dimensions 
to scaling up. Most young scaleups are aware of only two of them, namely growth in 
turnover and growth in engaging in external relationships with customers, investors, 
suppliers and partners. However, there is also a third dimension that has a major effect 
on the other two: dealing with the increasing size and complexity of one’s internal 
organisation. If companies fail to grow and professionalise their internal organisation 
properly, they will enter the second “Valley of Death’’ and ultimately fail to grow in 
turnover and external relationships as well. This often happens between the fifth and 
eighth year in a scaleup’s lifecycle, when the complexity of the internal organisation 
increases enormously (Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship, 2020). Prior research 
similarly demonstrates that 87% of the causes of scaleup decline were indeed 
“internal”/“within management control” while only 13% of the declines were 
attributable to external factors (Davila et al., 2015). Although external factors, such as 
securing growth funding, are still key to growth, it seems that scaleups specifically 
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struggle to maintain their fast-growth due to internal factors relating to the 
development and the management of the organisation. 

During a period of rapid growth, when there is an increase in the complexity of the 
internal organisation of a scaleup, changes in leadership and management styles become 
increasingly more important. There should be more specialisation without losing the 
ambition to continue growing. Leaders of ‘healthy’ scaleups understand this and develop 
the appropriate leadership and managerial skills on time and they professionalize the 
organization. The key point here is that the organisation should master two—sometimes 
difficult to combine—areas: boosting growth and managing growth. This can be 
stimulated by investing in the leadership team, focusing on the fundamental goal and 
core values, and the further professionalisation of the organisation (Davila et al., 2015; 
Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship, 2020). 

As such, an ecosystem which provides access to the necessary talent, knowledge, 
expertise, and resources for company development and management is important to 
offer the support which scaleups need after their first growth spurt to overcome the 
second ‘’Valley of Death’’. Furthermore, due to the socio-economic importance of 
scaleups (see above), it is clear that a well-functioning scaleup ecosystem that helps 
young scaleups confront and overcome these two “Valleys of Death” is crucial for the 
continual growth of not only scaleups but the economy at large.  
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3. Scaleup Ecosystems  

Based on an extensive literature and desk study, this section provides an in-depth analysis 
of the functioning of a scaleup ecosystem. Each of the critical elements within a well-
functioning scaleup ecosystem is described in more detail in order to arrive at a 
framework consisting of typical success factors within scaleup ecosystems.  

3.1. Defining scaleup ecosystems  

The term entrepreneurship ecosystem has become an integral part of the discourse 
surrounding entrepreneurship and economic development. It is argued that (regional) 
economic growth is positively stimulated by the (rapid) growth of more companies, 
which requires an “ecosystem” in order to systematize, scale and sustain this growth 
(Isenberg & Onyemah, 2016). Innovation does not take place in isolation but is rather the 
outcome of a thick web of knowledge exchanges within and across organisations, or 
entrepreneurial ecosystems, which provides the basis for startups to thrive, grow and 
scale up (Cirillo, Breschi, & Prencipe, 2018). Entrepreneurial ecosystems can be defined 
as “combinations of social, political, economic, and cultural elements within a region that 
support the development and growth of innovative start-ups" (Johnson, Bock & George, 
2019; p.3). These ecosystems are characterised by the interconnectedness of actors, 
organisations, institutions, and infrastructure where connections are often considered to 
have a deterministic function (Johnson et al., 2019; Prokop, Huggins & Bristow, 2019). 

This research will focus on scaleup entrepreneurial ecosystems. The defining 
characteristic of scaleup ecosystems is the ability to produce, support and nourish the 
growth of firms into larger corporate entities. In contrast to ‘embryonic’ ecosystems 
characterised by relatively modest levels of growth-oriented entrepreneurship, scaleup 
ecosystems have the propensity to generate significant positive externalities and 
opportunities for its key entrepreneurial constituents (Brown & Mason, 2017). To ensure 
that companies can continue growing and overcome the aforementioned “Valleys of 
Death”, the analysis of this research is therefore concentrated on scaleup ecosystems 
specifically in order to uncover typical success factors within scaleup ecosystems.  

Different conceptual frameworks for analysing ecosystems have been developed 
throughout the literature. Intrinsic to the ecosystem metaphor is that its elements 
interact in ways that make the “whole” (the ecosystem) self-sustaining (Isenberg & 
Onyemah, 2016). For the purposes of this research study, we will focus on the 
interactions within an ecosystem that specifically fosters the growth and prosperity of 
scaleups and define a scaleup ecosystem as follows:  

This definition is a synthesis of various definitions and insights in the literature. 
Specifically, but not limited to, the definition of an efficient entrepreneurial ecosystem by 
Audretsch and Belitski (2017; p.1045): “a complex system of interactions between agents 
within various socioeconomic, institutional and informational contexts which generate 
more new businesses and growth”, as well as the categories to grow and sustain 
innovation ecosystems by Mulas, Minges and Applebaum’s (2016): “Human 
capital/people”; “Physical assets/infrastructure”; “Economic assets”, and; “Government 
and policy/enabling environment”. Furthermore, the three pivotal pillars of an ecosystem 
that matter most to entrepreneurs when it comes to the growth of their companies 
identified in a study by World Economic Forum (2013) were also taken into 
consideration: “accessible markets”, “funding & finance” and “human capital/workforce”.  
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A complex system of interactions, collaborations and exchanges between agents within an 
institutional and cultural context which fosters the enduring fast-growth of companies. Scaleup 
ecosystems are characterised by and dependent on access to: market, related and supporting 
industries, talent and knowledge and capital.  

We adapt these categories from the literature, which together with insights from years of 
ongoing research into scaleups2 by Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship and Rotterdam 
School of Management, forms the basis of our framework consisting of four overlapping 
characteristics: access to market, related and supporting industries, talent and 
knowledge and capital. These elements interact with each other to support the growth 
of companies through collaborations and exchanges within the ecosystem and are 
dependent on and reinforced by the institutional and cultural context. These elements 
contributing to a well-functioning scaleup ecosystem are depicted in Figure 1 below and 
further elaborated upon in the Section 3.2. 

 

Figure 1: Framework for the functioning of scaleup ecosystems 

 
2 The framework of this research study was also built upon the insights from the long-term investigation of 
scaleups in the Netherlands. See the following selection of sources for reference:  
• Gatt, C., Jansen, J.J.P. & Mom, T.J.M. (2019). Coolblue: Thriving and making customers happy is the new blue, 

RSM Case Development Centre, http://hdl.handle.net/1765/120795 
• Jansen, J. J. P., & Mom, T. J. M. (2021). Naar een gezond groeibedrijf in vijf stappen. Van Duuren Media 
• Kleinsmith, N., Mom, T.J.M. & Jansen, J.J.P. (2019), YoungCapital: Reinventing the Staffing Industry, RSM 

Case Development Centre, http://hdl.handle.net/1765/120797  
• Mom, T.J.M., Jansen, J.J.P. & Kleinsmith, N. (2019), Takeaway.com: Exponential growth in online food 

ordering and delivery, RSM Case Development Centre, http://hdl.handle.net/1765/115578 

http://hdl.handle.net/1765/120795
http://hdl.handle.net/1765/120797
http://hdl.handle.net/1765/115578
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3.2. Characteristics and interactions of scaleup ecosystems 

3.2.1. (Access to) Market 

The market conditions of any entrepreneurial ecosystem, scaleup-specific or not, are 
crucial for its functioning. The market opportunity, based on customers and the 
competitive landscape, was identified in a study of entrepreneurs across the globe as a 
major growth accelerator (World Economic Forum, 2013). Existing research shows that 
entrepreneurs favour larger market potential and agglomeration economies, which 
enable higher externalities and spillovers, large economies of scale and gives further 
incentives to innovate and grow (Audretsch & Belitski, 2017). Markets, including 
consumer markets and public procurement, drive the demand for new products and 
services (Mulas et al., 2016) and therefore facilitate innovation and growth. It makes 
sense that high-growth firms choose to operate in high-growth markets (Siegel, Siegel & 
Macmillan, 1993) and the scaleup ecosystem thus depends on the market opportunities 
that are presented to the (potential) scaleups operating within it.  

To expand growth prospects and hedge against overreliance on any particular 
opportunity, scaleups that persist over time tend to rely on market and product 
diversification (Siegel et al., 1993). Scaleups that extend their core business by adding 
related products and services are more likely to continue their fast-growth trajectory if 
there are similar (increasing) demand patterns emerging in the market for these related 
products and services. Therefore, high-growth markets present additional opportunities 
for growth when scaleups can leverage complementary customer demand patterns that 
emerge within their ecosystems, or similar customer demands across related markets. 
Likewise, having similar customer behaviour across international markets also 
accelerates growth. Scaleups are more likely to internationalise and serve markets 
beyond their home country (Feeser & Willard, 1990; Stam & van de Ven, 2021). As such, 
it is important to ensure access to customers in both domestic and foreign markets, as 
well as to take into account international consumer demand patterns. If they are similar 
to the domestic consumer market, growth to international markets can be accelerated.  

Since scaleups have already gained some credibility in the market, the customer base of 
scaleups is important for legitimacy and reference purposes in order to acquire more 
customers to continue growing. With other fast-growing customers in their customer 
base, scaleups can leverage the opportunities from their customers’ fast-growth to 
accelerate their own growth. Therefore, it is important to have a high prevalence of 
scaleups in the ecosystem (Stam & van de Ven, 2021). Through spillover effects such as 
sharing learnings and best practices, raising levels of ambition, exchanging 
talent/expertise, supportive scaleup ecosystems thus nurture the exchanges between 
scaleups and (potential) scaleups.  

Finally, the competitive landscape within the market of scaleup ecosystems should also 
be taken into account. With competitors, companies are incentivised to continue 
innovating, which increases the likelihood of growth (Block, Fisch & Van Praag, 2017). It is 
therefore important to have competing actors within (parts of) a scaleup ecosystem as 
an indication of the readiness of the market (Granstrand & Holgersson, 2020) for 
scaleups to innovate and continue their fast-growth trajectory.  
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3.2.2. (Access to) Related and Supporting Industries  

The dynamics within a scaleup ecosystem are reinforced by access to related and 
supporting industries. This refers to the various actors that have an interest in more 
companies growing more rapidly in their fields of expertise and as such, provide an 
additional trigger for scaleup growth. A scaleup ecosystem can benefit from well-
established corporates for example, as scaleups can grow by partnering with larger 
corporates or grow in the direction of a buyout. At the same time, executives from large 
local corporations can benefit from scaleups to partner with or acquire. This mutual 
benefit to innovate and grow also applies to distributors, export agencies and trading 
companies that increase their own market base by doing business with, and thereby 
fostering the growth of, scaleups (Isenberg & Onyemah, 2016). An active portfolio of 
mergers and acquisitions (M&A) is therefore beneficial for scaleup growth. By having 
opportunities to form alliances with companies in related and supporting industries, 
scaleups can fast-track their growth by acquiring or merging with these key ecosystem 
stakeholders.  

Research indicates that the type of industry also matters. Scaleups working in related 
industries can benefit from the aforementioned spillover effects. Several studies have 
emphasised the positive influence of intense interactions and cooperative links forged 
between firms and institutions located within industrial districts and clusters on the 
competitiveness of local firms For instance, companies within the high-tech (especially 
service) industry that are located within a technological district or a large urban area 
have been found to more likely achieve scaleup growth (Giner, Santa-María, & Fuster, 
2017). The fastest-growing companies in the Netherlands, for example, are concentrated 
in the cities of Amsterdam and Rotterdam (large urban areas) and the high-tech district 
of Eindhoven (according to the Top250 Scaleups 2021 by Erasmus Centre for 
Entrepreneurship and nlgroeit).3 

By having access to a network of related and supporting industries, the interactions and 
exchanges with companies in a similar domain can help scaleups gain a valuable 
knowledge pool to learn from. Furthermore, research points to a relationship between 
the prior industry experience of the scaleup entrepreneur and firm growth as scaleup 
entrepreneurs tend to pursue products/markets/technologies closely related to their 
previous employment experience (Feeser & Willard, 1990; Friar & Meyer, 2003). The 
proximity to related (high-tech) industries is thus a crucial component of a scaleup 
ecosystem as there is evidence that scaleups are more likely to be engaged in alliances 
than other firms, thereby obtaining better access to resources and markets. In particular, 
their high-growth is found to be more strongly associated with market-oriented 
partnerships and technology partnerships within the same industry (Mohr, Garnsey & 
Theyel, 2014).  

Increasing professionalisation is another crucial factor for maintaining high-growth 
(Davila, Foster, & Jia, 2010). In addition to accessing technology- and industry-specific 
expertise, access to managerial and organisational expertise is an important condition for 
scaleups to sustain their growth paths. For instance, there is evidence that the adoption 
of more management systems is associated with growth (Dillen, Laveren, Martens, De 
Vocht & Van Imschoot, 2019). Financial planning and evaluation, human resource 
planning and evaluation, strategic planning, product development management, 

 
3 Examples of the fastest-growing companies in the Netherlands that are in the high-tech/service industries: 
Dashmote (Amsterdam), Sana Commerce (Rotterdam) and Sendcloud (Eindhoven). For an overview of the Top 
250 Scaleups 2021: https://ece.nl/top250scaleups2021/  

https://ece.nl/top250scaleups2021/
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sales/marketing management and partnership management are all crucial categories of 
management systems that contribute to the success of scaleup growth. However, 
implementing management systems can be costly and entrepreneurs need guidance to 
navigate through the challenges of sustaining a high-growth trajectory (Davila et al., 
2010). Therefore, instead of independently developing and professionalising such 
systems and practices on a full-time basis, professional and advisory services that can 
offer flexible and specialised forms of support are important for scaleups to develop and 
ramp-up such capabilities to maintain their high-growth trajectory.  

To continue innovating and expanding to new markets, scaleups require specific 
expertise from support services by a variety of intermediaries (Stam & van de Ven, 2021). 
For example, when scaleup growth embodies M&As, routing towards an Initial Public 
Offering (IPO), internationalisation or professionalising various areas such as financial 
management, talent management, strategic planning or data management, then 
corresponding specialised professional and advisory services are important to provide 
the necessary support. Moreover, when the scaleup targets multinational customers, or 
when it is in the process of internationalisation, teaming up with supporting partners 
which have a strong international reputation adds to the international credibility of the 
scaleup which can facilitate further customer and partner acquisition. With key 
knowledge partners, scaleups can therefore continue their fast-growth by gaining 
insights into deep market knowledge, new geographical markets and which non-core 
activities can improve their current product offering. In this way, scaleups can focus on 
maintaining their fast-growth trajectory by exploiting their core competences while 
receiving support from specialised professional and advisory services.  

3.2.3. (Access to) Talent and Knowledge 

In addition to external knowledge from related and supporting industries, talent (and 
consequently, the knowledge formed within organisations) is another important 
ingredient fostering the growth of companies in scaleup ecosystems. Without the 
necessary skills to drive innovation and as a result, growth, together with the skills to 
manage this growth, it is difficult for companies to maintain an enduring growth path 
(Mulas et al., 2016). Since entrepreneurial intention is considered to be a strong 
predictor of entrepreneurial activity, scaleups should strongly benefit from being led by 
ambitious entrepreneurs who have the ambition to grow and scale rapidly (Cavallo, 
Ghezzi & Balocco, 2019). A scaleup ecosystem that fosters the development of growth 
ambitions in entrepreneurs is thus crucial. Fast-growing companies are also more likely 
to be started by a larger founding team (Feeser & Willard, 1990) that is functionally 
balanced (Siegel et al., 1993) with complementary skills (Friar & Meyer, 2003). As such, 
an ecosystem that offers sufficient and varied capability and leadership development is 
essential for scaleup growth.  

Growth requires a drastic change in how the company is run, which often requires the 
implementation of management systems such as financial planning and evaluation, 
human resource planning and evaluation, strategic planning, product development 
management, sales/marketing management and partnership management (Davila et al., 
2010). The design and implementation of these systems require specific knowledge 
about the systems themselves as well as experience in using them. As such, a sizeable 
number of the systems required to grow benefit from hiring a senior manager who can 
bring in this knowledge from previous experience gained from more established 
organisations. These are often senior executives, such as a Chief Financial Officer (CFO) 
or Vice President (VP) of Engineering, for functional and systems-specific positions in 
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order to scaleup operations. Scaling up operations and professionalising the 
management of the firm in general requires scaleups to hire experienced managers from 
other companies (Davila et al., 2010). However, management skills have been identified 
in the literature as a key barrier to scaleup growth (Lee, 2014). The extension of the 
founding team is thus important to keep in mind as the top-management team 
composition is a clear determinant of scaleup growth. Knowledge from previous 
experiences also play a role as substantial prior industry experience is necessary in order 
to properly drive organisational growth (Siegel et al., 1993).  

By definition, firms experiencing rapid (employment) growth need new employees. This 
makes them susceptible to shortages of available workers, particularly where specialist 
skills are required. Research indicates that scaleups indeed perceive barriers to growth 
when it comes to recruitment (Lee, 2014). There is evidence that human capital 
contributes to the number of scaleups in an ecosystem even more than research and 
development (R&D) (Daunfeldt, Elert, and Johansson, 2016). Talent is largely cultivated 
by the knowledge from, and interactions between, universities and industries. However, 
research also suggests that there is a disparity between the quantity and quality of 
human capital developed in higher education studies and the talent necessary to foster 
the growth of innovation ecosystems (Chen & Hung, 2016). This is especially concerning 
for scaleup ecosystems since scaleups are overrepresented in knowledge-intensive 
service industries, i.e., service industries with a high share of human capital that is 
dependent on educational backgrounds (Daunfeldt et al., 2016).  

In addition to hiring senior executives, employees with sufficient big data and analytical 
skills to perform in an increasingly digitalised world have become indispensable for many 
scaleups. Studies also point to a positive correlation between the number of scientists 
and engineers employed in industries characterised by high levels of technological 
innovation and the number of scaleups (Eckhardt and Shane 2011). Nevertheless, access 
to highly-skilled talent (requiring high levels of education) is insufficient without enough 
people to execute critical functions dependent on (manual) labour such as couriers and 
stockroom operators for critical logistics functions, for instance. As such, there should be 
access to a diverse workforce composed of a balance between high skilled and ‘lower’ 
skilled workers in the ecosystem for scaleups to continue growing. To complement their 
diverse workforce, scaleups should be able to implement a degree of flexibility within 
their organisations. Companies that efficiently utilise their human resources by offering 
flexible employment conditions to their employees are more likely to achieve high-
growth (Baughn, Sugheir & Neupert, 2008). Flexibility to continue offering remote 
working options beyond the COVID-pandemic, for example, may prove to be an 
important growth strategy in the near future (Makarius, Larson & Vroman, 2021).  

Scaling up often implies scaling up internationally. Since the concentration of talent is an 
important deciding factor when firms choose where to locate (Burnson, 2015), in order to 
attract more scaleups to the ecosystem, the existing talent should also be nurtured while 
attracting new (international) talent at the same time. Scaleup ecosystems are 
characterised by high immigration of “transnational entrepreneurs” as large numbers of 
scaleup entrepreneurs tend to be non-native to the country where they run their 
businesses (Brown & Mason, 2017). As a result, there should be sufficient access to 
foreign talent in scaleup ecosystems to help companies grow as well as to expand to 
markets abroad.  
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3.2.4. (Access to) Capital 

Access to capital is crucial to fund not only the first growth trajectories, but also 
subsequent growth phases. Financial capital is therefore another important characteristic 
contributing to the success of scaleup ecosystems. However, funding a high-growth 
trajectory is challenging. Which firms grow and survive is the result of selection processes 
in both product markets and financial markets, often conflicting, and each characterised 
by path-dependent processes (Mazzucato, 2013). The discovery process between capital 
sources and channels of deployment would be more effective and efficient if market 
forces were first allowed to function in shaping the deal flow, naturally culling out some 
less viable ventures, and accelerating growth in those companies with viable products 
and the capacity to execute. Those market forces could be accelerated by training 
entrepreneurs to address investors’ needs (Isenberg & Onyemah, 2016), which is 
important in an increasingly diversified investment landscape. The equity funding 
landscape, for example, displays a great variety of sources, ranging from formal venture 
capital (VC) funds to informal angel investors (Cavallo, Ghezzi, Dell'Era & Pellizzoni, 2019). 

In order to foster the growth of scaleups, it is therefore important to consider what type 
of finance is required by what type of firms, as firms change over time together with their 
financing needs. Firms, even of the same size, have different cost structures and operate 
in different types of markets and through different types of competition—these 
differences affect their needs for finance (Mazzucato, 2013). As such, the diversity of the 
funding landscape is an important determinant of scaleup ecosystems. The funding 
landscape has become increasingly complex in recent years with investors providing 
other types of support in addition to funding. For example, (corporate) accelerators are 
designed to support growth-oriented ventures via intensive coaching, funding as well as 
peer-based mentoring. In order to navigate the diverse funding landscape, a well-
developed system (“funding escalator”) to help firms transition between different types 
of funding is thus crucial in order to enable growth and scaling up (Brown & Mason, 
2017).  

Barriers to accessing external finance are often a key growth constraint for rapidly 
growing innovative firms (Brown & Mason, 2017). That is why, in addition to a diverse 
funding landscape, there is a need for “deep pockets” and “patient investors”. “Deep 
pockets” refer to the ability of scaleup investors to support large funding rounds and 
additional funding if and when needed. Due to the tension between profit and growth 
whereby scaleups tend to prioritise long-term growth over short-term profit, investors 
also need to be ‘patient’ and willing to make illiquid long-term investments. However, 
there is a limit to investor patience, especially from the limited partners of traditional VC 
funds that also require evidence of realised returns to raise additional rounds of funding 
(Duruflé, Hellmann & Wilson, 2017).  

Nevertheless, VCs have proven to be beneficial for scaleup growth. Research indicates 
that VCs promote alliances, which in turn promotes growth (Mohr et al., 2014). In 
addition, VC-backed companies not only adopt more management systems that are 
critical to scaling up (specifically, financial systems, product development systems and 
sales/marketing systems), but they also adopt them earlier compared with non-VC 
backed companies (Davila et al., 2010). VC funds, however, are still highly concentrated 
in a relatively small number of the world’s largest cities with 25 cities accounting for over 
75% of global venture capital activity. As such, it is important for scaleups to have access 
to international financial institutions to fund their growth. Thanks to the emergence of 
Artificial Intelligence (AI), the VC landscape is changing and forcing VC hotspots like 
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Silicon Valley to invest internationally as AI draws on a different knowledge base to the 
silicon chip and has a different geography of talent that is less concentrated in the United 
States (Harrison & Mason, 2019).  

Finally, exit opportunities should also be available at every phase of the growth 
trajectory. An active stock exchange, such as Euronext, with opportunities for scaleups to 
go public and raise money via an IPO can help further boost growth and visibility. IPOs, 
however, are typically only relevant for later stages of the growth trajectory. At earlier 
stages, acquisition of fast-growing companies provides the entrepreneurial team with an 
additional exit opportunity. The resulting process is an “entrepreneurial recycling” that 
reinforces the scaleup ecosystem since following a buyout, entrepreneurs can start up 
new ventures, join other scaleups, act as mentors and advisors to startups and early-
stage growth companies, become angel investors, create entrepreneurial support 
organisations (e.g., incubators and accelerators) or engage in venture philanthropy. In 
doing so, the skills, knowledge, talent and capital pools available in the ecosystem is 
strengthened (Harrison & Mason, 2019). 

3.2.5. Institutional and Cultural context  

These aforementioned characteristics of a scaleup ecosystem rely on the institutional and 
cultural context within which it exists. Since ecosystems are heavily path dependent and 
rooted in their historical and institutional trajectory, every ecosystem is unique with its 
own distinctive idiosyncrasies and characteristics which are spatially, relationally and 
socially embedded (Brown & Mason, 2017). For instance, local cultural attitudes, the 
structure of local banking systems and educational policies affect the nature of scaleup 
ecosystems. Therefore, scholars indicate that an approach which simply seeks to 
duplicate ecosystems is therefore inappropriate and likely to fail (Mason & Brown, 2014). 
As such, every ecosystem needs a different approach that is customised to local 
circumstances, which can be understood as the institutional and cultural context of the 
ecosystem that reinforces the four ecosystem elements described above.  

This context can also be referred to as a “local buzz” that consists of specific information 
and continuous updates of this information, intended and unintended learning processes 
in organised and accidental meetings, the mutual understanding of new knowledge and 
technologies, as well as shared cultural traditions and habits within a particular 
technology field which stimulate the establishment of conventions and other institutional 
arrangements. This “buzz” not only relies on geography, but it also depends on the 
structure of local social relations and history of local interaction (Brown & Mason, 2017). 

There is empirical evidence (Audretsch and Belitski, 2017) that the infrastructure, 
internet access and connectivity and formal institutions enhance entrepreneurial activity 
in European cities. Infrastructure such as telecommunications, transportation and 
logistics, energy, incubators, co-working and zones/clusters are vital for the efficient 
functioning of scaleup ecosystems. Government and educational institutions also form 
an important backbone of a scaleup ecosystem. The government provides sources for 
investment and (financial) support for R&D or seed funding, a regulatory framework (via 
growth incentives such as tax benefits), research institutes and venture-friendly 
legislation such as support for bankruptcy, contract enforcement, property rights and 
labour. The importance of educational institutions is not only to improve the quality of 
human capital through general professional and academic degrees, but also to develop 
specific entrepreneurship training oriented towards organisational growth (Isenberg & 
Onyemah, 2016). 
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Complementary research indicates that a higher probability of scaleup growth is 
influenced by improvements in overall institutional conditions of a country (Pereira & 
Temouri, 2018) or city (Audretsch and Belitski, 2017), with increased bureaucratic quality 
having the strongest influence on a country level. When the bureaucracy has the strength 
and expertise to govern without drastic changes in policy or interruptions in government 
services and when the government tends to be autonomous from political pressure and 
has an established mechanism for recruitment and training, companies are more likely to 
achieve high-growth (Pereira & Temouri, 2018).  

Deficiencies in institutional conditions not only hinder the creation of entrepreneurial 
new ventures, but also inhibits their access to resources and markets for growth (Cao & 
Shi, 2020). As such, there should be lower trading barriers to promote international 
scaleup growth. With Brexit, for example, UK-based scaleups are now hindered to further 
grow internationally in face of bureaucratic constraints. In addition to formal institutions, 
informal institutions should also be taken into account as it is the interaction of formal 
and informal institutions that positively influences the prevalence of scaleups within a 
country. In fast-reforming transition economies burdensome formal institutions 
discourage scaleups, whereas in slow-reforming economies informal institutions have a 
positive effect on scaleups (Krasniqi & Desai, 2016). A challenge for scaleups is therefore 
to navigate within a multi-country institutional environment once operations expand 
abroad. This reinforces the importance of professional and advisory services to support 
the compliance of scaleups in different contexts.  

To navigate a multi-cultural institutional environment also requires understanding the 
cultural context of the countries within which scaleups intend to grow. There is a clear 
link between cultural values and entrepreneurial activity in the literature, suggesting that 
high-growth entrepreneurship may be more compatible with some cultures than others. 
Culture plays a role in shaping not only the values of entrepreneurs, but also the context 
within which the entrepreneur operates, including the social groups with whom new 
founders relate and upon whom they may depend (Baugh et al., 2008). It is therefore 
important to consider the networks through which scaleup entrepreneurs connect with 
relevant stakeholders. These networks promote collaboration, and help generate ideas 
and disseminate knowledge via spillover effects that are crucial for scaleups to continue 
innovating and growing. Connections and communications are therefore a key success 
factor for ecosystem growth and sustainability (Mulas et al., 2016). To enable these 
valuable connections, it is important to have large numbers of “dealmakers” (also known 
as “the glue in strong ecosystems”) with strong interregional and cross-sectoral 
connectivity. Dealmakers are sometimes former entrepreneurs who invest in a range of 
firms, connect people in their network and act as a mentor to early-stage entrepreneurs 
(Brown & Mason, 2017). 

Norms and trust that reward entrepreneurial action will provide additional resources and 
enhance cooperation between the actors (Audretsch & Belitski, 2017). The role of 
entrepreneurial spirit is therefore a major determinant of building scalable business 
models. How this culture runs through a company from its leadership is a major internal 
facilitator as well as possible barrier to a company’s success in the marketplace (Merkert 
& Wong, 2020). Therefore, an ambitious and growth-oriented culture should be fostered 
among the critical actors within a scaleup ecosystem in order to reinforce the growth 
ambitions of entrepreneurs. It is therefore crucial for the scaleup ecosystem to be 
supported by an entrepreneurial culture that largely consists of societal norms such as 
tolerance of risk, mistakes and failure as well as innovation, creativity and 
experimentation (Isenberg & Onyemah, 2016). 
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3.3. Summary of the scaleup ecosystem 

The typical success factors of a scaleup ecosystem derived from the literature and desk 
study is summarised in the table below.  

Table 1: Typical success factors of a well-functioning scaleup ecosystem 

Element of the scaleup 

ecosystem 

Success factors  

(Access) to Market • high-growth markets and customer base, including:  
‒ similar customer behaviours and needs across related and 

international markets (reaping economies of scale) 
‒ related customer needs within and across markets (reaping 

economies of scope and cross-selling) 

• high prevalence of scaleups as customers 

• competing actors (market readiness for growth)  

(Access) to Related and 
Supporting industries 

• active portfolio of partnerships, alliances and M&As (for innovation, 
legitimacy, and resource acquisition reasons) 

• proximity to related (high-tech) industries (spillover and network 
effects) 

• professional and advisory services / key knowledge partners: 
‒ development and professionalisation of elements of the 

organisation (e.g. finance, HR, strategy, product development, 
legal, sales/ marketing)  

‒ specialised advice pertaining to particular growth-related activities 
(e.g. M&As, routing towards an IPO, internationalisation) 

(Access) to Talent and 
Knowledge 

• capability and leadership development (to foster larger and 
functionally balanced founding teams with growth ambitions and 
complementary skills)  

• availability of external senior executives (to form an optimal top-
management team with substantial prior industry experience) 

• diverse workforce: high number of scientists and engineers and 
sufficient personnel that do not require a high level of education 

• flexible employment conditions 

• foreign talent and “transnational entrepreneurs”  

(Access) to Capital • sufficient training to address investors’ needs  

• diverse funding landscape 

• “funding escalator” to help firms transition between different types of 
funding 

• “deep pockets” & “investor patience” to allow for large and long-term 
oriented investments 

• access to international financial institutions 

• exit opportunities at every stage: 
‒ active stock exchange for IPOs at later growth stages 
‒ M&As at earlier growth stages 

Institutional and 

Cultural context  
• Infrastructure (e.g. ICT) 

• formal (government and educational) institutions 

• high bureaucratic quality (e.g. consistency, reliability, independence of 
governmental decisions and services) 

• support to comply to a multi-country institutional environment 
including lower trading barriers 

• “local buzz”: networks, information dissemination, mutual 
understanding of new developments 

• “dealmakers”: those who help entrepreneurs connect with relevant 
stakeholders 

• entrepreneurial spirit: ambitious and growth-oriented culture 

• societal norms: tolerance of risk, mistakes, failure; innovation, 
creativity, experimentation 
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4. The Future of Mobility zoom-in 

A successful scaleup ecosystem is the result of a long evolution in which each actor 
involved has its own individual ‘system’ and intrinsic peculiarities. As such, there is no 
single recipe that suits all cases and there is no ‘one size fits all’ approach as many of the 
components will differ from one ecosystem to another (Rabelo & Bernus, 2015; Mason & 
Brown, 2014). For the remainder of this research paper, we specifically analyse the 
intrinsic peculiarities of The Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem in order to identify 
success factors of this type of ecosystem.  

4.1. Defining The Future of Mobility  

Triggered by global population growth, urbanisation and economic globalisation (Lenz & 
Heinrichs, 2017), the demand for mobility will continue to grow over the next three 
decades on a global scale. Passenger transport alone is predicted to increase nearly 
three-fold from 44 trillion (2015) to 122 trillion passenger-kilometres (2050) (ITF, 2019). 
Mobility as we currently know it is on the precipice of unprecedented transformation, 
integrating technological innovations across multiple industries. According to Cambridge 
Dictionary, mobility refers to the ability to move (or transport) people (or goods) more 
easily or freely from one place to another. The Future of Mobility therefore encompasses 
innovative solutions to move (or transport) people (or goods) more easily or freely from 
one place to another such as automation, connectivity and on-demand accessibility. 
Adapted from Deloitte4, the Future of Mobility is specifically defined in this research as 
follows: 

The development of new mobility solutions, driven by innovations such as automation, connectivity 
and on-demand accessibility, that enable a seamless flow of people and goods in a sustainable 
way. 

New mobility solutions are understood as transport-related products, services and 
business models defining the range of existing firms’ specialisations. New mobility 
solutions thus potentially include products such as hyperloops, drones, remotely piloted 
aircrafts, or sensors and devices for autonomous driving; services like car and bike 
sharing, real time traffic management, route optimisation, or fleet management; as well 
as innovative business models, as in the case of new for-hire passenger transport services 
(Casseta, Marra, Pozzi & Antonelli, 2017). In the car-making business specifically, new 
products will likely emerge: from small utilitarian autonomous “pods” to highly 
customised, personally-owned self-driving cars. These changes will not be limited to the 
passenger automobile. Self-driving technology will likely infuse trains, buses, commercial 
trucks, and other forms of transit, demanding that developers and manufacturers evolve 
their capabilities accordingly (Corwin & Pankratz, 2017).  

4.2. Importance of The Future of Mobility 

There is a need for a radical transformation of industries and sectors involved in mobility 
in order to address rising and unprecedented economic, environmental and social 
challenges across the world (Casseta et al., 2017). Over the past few years, a host of new 
technologies and innovative services have already been developed that are 
fundamentally reshaping mobility. Together with disruptive demographic and socio-
economic trends, these developments offer the promise of mobility that is faster, 
cheaper, cleaner and safer than what we have today (World Economic Forum, 2018). The 

 
4 This definition is derived from the Future of Mobility community of Deloitte The Netherlands.  
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COVID-19 pandemic has brought to light the need to take transformative action to 
reshape mobility. It is now more urgent than ever to reduce movements, flatten 
congestion peaks, diversify transport supply, integrate public transport and innovative 
mobility services, promote active mobility and reconquer space for walking and cycling, 
leisure, cultural and economic activities (EIT Urban Mobility, 2021).  

“Mobility is a fundamental human need, and an essential enabler of prosperity. But the 
current mobility paradigm is not sustainable; car travel causes millions of deaths every 
year, a significant amount of greenhouse gas emissions are transport-related, and 
congestion causes heavy financial losses. There is hope on the horizon, however—the 
global mobility system is in the early stages of massive transformation, as new 
technologies enable innovative related businesses, and as policy-makers seek out ways to 
foster mobility that is smarter, cleaner, and more inclusive.”—World Economic Forum.5 

The Future of Mobility has the potential to dramatically improve the efficiency of current 
transportation systems and could affect nearly everyone who commutes to and from a 
job, and nearly every company’s supply chain (Corwin & Pankratz, 2017). Efficient 
transport systems are vital for the economic competitiveness of regions but also increase 
the disadvantage of peripheral regions not connected. Improvements of transport 
infrastructure stimulate the demand for more transport resulting in increasing 
congestion, energy consumption, greenhouse gas emission and air pollution leading to 
problems of sustainability and global and intergenerational equity (Wegener, 2013).  

As we emerge from the difficulties of a pandemic, we have to bring an elevated level of 
environmental awareness to our daily routines and our cities’ future transportation 
planning. Shared electric mobility with its potential advantages—such as the reduction of 
traffic congestion, the decrease in the use of private vehicles, the increase of urban 
space—can contribute to our societal and environmental success (Caballero & Tanzilli, 
2021). Given that freedom of movement is a fundamental human right6, ensuring a well-
functioning Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem that supports startups to grow into 
scaleups and also maintain their growth is not only essential for economic progress but 
also the development of society at large. 

With the goal to strengthen liveability and a sustainable environment by giving back 
space to the city, ParkBee is a key player in the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem by 
developing smart car parking technology. Their technology and digital parking platform 
connects demand with supply: existing underused parking locations, minimising the need 
to build new ones and alleviating the pressure on cities. Founded in 2015, the idea for 
ParkBee arose from the perceived lack of available parking, but at the same time an 
abundance of vacant spots In parking garages. Today, this fast-growing company offers 
its mobility services in almost 300 locations across the Netherlands and the United 
Kingdom and plans for a European expansion.  

Transforming cities into efficient mobility hubs  
By providing an innovative digital parking platform with seamless access control, ParkBee 
allows millions of users to access parking with the click of a button. Using data and 
analytics, ParkBee can effectively improve the utilization of car parks and thereby 
enhance real estate returns, meanwhile removing the need for on-street parking spots, 

 
5 https://intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1Gb00000038poVEAQ?tab=publications  
6 See Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:12012P/TXT  

https://intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1Gb00000038poVEAQ?tab=publications
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:12012P/TXT
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:12012P/TXT
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freeing up space for the city. Furthermore, the dense network of locations and digital 
solutions allows ParkBee to have multi-purpose car parking locations for alternative uses 
like mobility and transport hubs, providing additional services such as (electric) bike 
sharing, EV charging and parcel pick-ups.  

Although, in theory, ParkBee has a supply-restricted business model in which their ability 
to grow depends on the availability of parking spots, it does not slow down this scaleup’s 
fast-growth trajectory: “At the end of the day, everyone needs mobility solutions and if 
you have a seamless solution for car park owners to allow for both higher financial and 
more socially/environmentally desired returns, then I think that’s a double whammy 
which appeals to many.”—Jasper Bergwerff, Head of Corporate Development (Strategy & 
M&A).  

With different complementary "layers of parking in their ecosystem, ParkBee benefits 
from related industries and partners with a wide range of stakeholders from EV charging 
stations to car sharing initiatives. ParkBee leverages the opportunities in their scaleup 
ecosystem to collaborate across sectors, which has helped them expand to new (related) 
markets. In this way, they can continuously innovate and diversify their offering to 
provide a seamless mobility solution for their customers.  

Experience and network driving the ParkBee’s rapid growth 
Thanks to the diverse background of employees and the prior experience of the 
management team and supervisory board, ParkBee’s vast network helped them 
efficiently seek the right connections to boost their growth.  

Due to the expertise and experience in the management team, ParkBee is able to 
expedite growth across all axes, in terms of supply, demand tech, finance, or any other 
department. Altogether this reinforces ParkBee's business model to act as a virtuous 
circle of growth. The presence of internal expertise and knowledge also reduces the need 
to approach external third parties which saves both costs and time, allowing for 
expedited expansion.  

Optimising the parking industry across international markets  
Municipalities play an important role in the scaleup ecosystem of ParkBee with 
sustainability on the agenda of many Dutch cities. At the same time, next to higher 
financial returns, real estate owners also acknowledge the value of a sustainable solution. 
These factors contribute to ParkBee's expansion, growing from 17 locations in 2016 to 
224 locations in May 2021. ParkBee’s presence also expanded into the UK, currently 
totalling to 44 locations by May 2021 thanks to the green and innovative adoptions of UK 
real estate investors and city councils. Next to further growth in NL and UK markets, 
ParkBee is ripe for further European expansion. To attain the desired result, ParkBee’s 
success will be greatly supported if cities and international real estate owners prioritise 
sustainable solutions, including for mobility all over Europe.  

A great deal of attention is always required to scale across borders. ParkBee believes they 
are well positioned to scale quickly. As in any tech company, the tech talent needs to be 
suited for expansion. From day 1 the tech stack is built on the mindset that it should be 
scalable, both at the national and international level. This mindset has largely paved the 
way for expansion from the cradle and up.  
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As soon as they cross international borders, scaling up also entails the challenge of 
navigating through different legislations across countries. Similarly, technology adoption 
varies across borders. That is why the level of digitalisation in a country is an important 
factor to keep in mind as ParkBee is used to operating in the Netherlands, which has 
high-quality ICT infrastructure. With the possibility of more unstable mobile connections 
in other countries, ParkBee’s seamless mobility solution needs to adapt to contextual 
factors. 

Accelerating growth with a compelling story 
Since markets for new mobility solutions are still emerging, one of the main challenges in 
the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem is to develop an attractive business model. 
Although a lot of investors have ESG (Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance) 
on their agenda, they still look at the business model at the end of the day. This entails 
finding the right investors and support from stakeholders that are able to look beyond 
that. The key to get investors and public institutions to think along the lines of scaleups 
with new mobility solutions is to have a compelling story. 

Fortunately, ParkBee’s story has helped accelerate this scaleup’s growth. Talent, for 
example, was not a barrier to growth as sustainability appeals to young talent and the 
work culture that the scaleup has developed helps retain the right talent. At the same 
time, the ambitious and growth-oriented culture in ParkBee’s ecosystem has facilitated 
valuable interactions with other scaleups. By sharing ambitions to grow together, 
ParkBee finds value in looking for scaleups to partner with to complement what they 
believe in. As one of the fastest-growing companies in the Netherlands, ParkBee clearly 
demonstrates the value of tapping into the power of relationships with relevant 
stakeholders in the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem.  

4.3. The Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem 

A first step to improve the prospects of the Future of Mobility is to understand its scaleup 
ecosystem. Major innovations are increasingly expected from the development of new 
concepts of mobility and the potential integration of new technologies (Casseta et al., 
2017). Not only is it important to foster new business activities across the mobility 
landscape, but it is also important to sustain the growth of these new businesses. As 
such, we need a specific type of scaleup ecosystem that supports fast-growing companies 
with innovative mobility solutions which can contribute to a seamless flow of people and 
goods in a sustainable way—i.e., a Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem. 

Scaleup ecosystems can be viewed as networks of sustainable linkages between 
individuals and organisations that emerge from a shared vision of desired 
transformations conducive for growth. In this way, scaleup ecosystems can provide an 
economic context to catalyse innovation and the growth of companies (Smorodinskaya, 
et al., 2017). For the mobility ecosystem specifically, it can be argued that there is a 
shared vision of innovating in technologies and services that enable people and goods to 
move around more freely. The Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem is therefore 
contingent on the success of fast-growing companies offering new mobility solutions that 
contribute to the development of innovations in automation, connectivity and on-
demand accessibility, which enable a seamless flow of people and goods in a sustainable 
way.  

Since the Future of Mobility is an all-encompassing term covering an extremely wide 
range of innovations, the focus of this research is on innovative passenger mobility 
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solutions in the fields of green mobility and mobility as a service (MaaS) in order to 
provide a deeper and more comprehensive scaleup ecosystem analysis rather than 
covering a broader range of possibilities in scaling up mobility innovations. Building on 
the insights derived from the Section 3.3, Figure 2 depicts the key takeaways from the 
analysis of the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem, which is elaborated in the rest of 
this section 

 

Figure 2: Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem 
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4.3.1. (Access to) Market 

Based on recent trends in the field of mobility, the markets for Mobility as a Service 
(MaaS), including shared mobility solutions and autonomous vehicles, and Green 
Mobility, including electric vehicles, are projected to become high-growth markets. The 
concept of Mobility as a Service (MaaS) can be understood as “a user-centric, intelligent 
mobility distribution model in which all mobility service providers’ offerings are 
aggregated by a sole mobility provider, the MaaS provider, and supplied to users through 
a single digital platform.” (Merkert, Bushell & Beck, 2020). According to the International 
Transport Forum and the OECD (2019), MaaS are “Digital platforms that enable demand-
responsive route optimisation across modes, including dockless micro-mobility modes”. 
At its core, MaaS relies on a digital platform that integrates end-to-end trip planning, 
booking, electronic ticketing, and payment services across all modes of transportation, 
public or private. The EU MaaS market size is expected to value at 451 billion US dollars 
by 2030 (Statista, 2018). MaaS offerings will likely incorporate autonomous vehicles in 
the future as Deloitte estimates that by 2040, up to 80% of passenger miles travelled in 
urban areas could be in shared autonomous vehicles (Goodall, Fishman, Bornstein & 
Bonthron, 2017). Autonomous vehicles may improve safety and reduce cost for fleet 
operators, potentially leading to new service delivery models and thereby reinforcing 
growth in MaaS solutions (ITF, 2019). 

A massive uptake of shared mobility services, supported by MaaS, holds particular 
potential for shifting two fundamental and persistent paradigms in the provision of 
current urban mobility services: the ownership of private transport and “scheduling” of 
public transport. New models of mobility would enable on-demand, optimised sharing of 
vehicles and seamless mixing of modes and allow mobility providers to better target the 
needs and desires of individual travellers (ITF, 2019). Shared mobility, namely the use of 
different types of transport (cars, mopeds, bikes and scooters) through shared platforms, 
has an expected compound annual growth rate of 25.1% by 2025. This type of mobility 
could also reduce parking spaces in cities by 86%, freeing up precious public space and 
radically rethinking how space is used. This could allow other intermodal services to be 
introduced that could make the cities of tomorrow smarter and bring other benefits such 
as removing traffic congestion, reducing journey times and road accidents, and 
safeguarding the environment by reducing CO₂ emissions (Caballero & Tanzilli, 2021). 

Although public transportation has made significant improvements, it has not changed 
much in terms of function. Similarly, the private car has continued providing perceived 
comfort to its owners and users irrespective of increased congestion and costs. However, 
with new stakeholders entering the market using smart platform-based applications to 
provide their services, traditional boundaries between modes of transportation are now 
softening. A prominent example are the Uber-like ridesharing services that are on the 
rise, operating with fleets that draw on private cars as their physical resource and make 
them accessible via smart brokering platforms. This gives access to both conventional 
and new players in the market, including individuals for whom mobility services 
represent a new opportunity to earn money. Another new and emerging service is 
flexible car sharing, available predominantly in big cities where the market potential is 
strong enough to make the service competitive (Lenz & Heinrichs, 2017).  

There is a high demand for Green Mobility in the market for urban mobility solutions due 
to the harmful environmental implications of the current urban solutions. Urban mobility 
accounts for 40% of all CO2 emissions from road transport and up to 70% of other 
pollutants from transport. In addition to passenger transport, freight transport is also a 
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major contributor to GHG emissions and air pollution, accounting for 6% of total GHG 
emissions and 30% of transport CO2 emissions in Europe. Poor air quality and exposure 
to harmful air emissions caused 412,000 premature deaths in Europe in 2016, according 
to an EU report released in 2019. As such, green solutions to urban mobility are a major 
driver for sustainable development and innovation (EIT Urban Mobility, 2021). Green 
mobility is a broad concept that aims to reduce a diverse set of environmental impacts 
caused by the transport sector. A significant body of literature exists demonstrating the 
comprehensive impact of transport on the environment and human health (Sustainable 
Mobility for All, 2017). A well-known green mobility solution with massive market 
potential in the scaleup ecosystem are electric vehicles (EVs). As technological progress 
in the electrification of two/three-wheelers, buses, and trucks advances and the market 
for them grows, electric vehicles are expanding significantly, with EVs projected to 
account for 7% of the global vehicle fleet by 2030 (International Energy Agency, 2020).  

New mobility players have always seen the value of zero-emission vehicles and aim to cut 
both tailpipe emissions (which account for two-thirds of the total) and emissions from 
production (the remaining third). The €1.5 billion European Green Vehicles Initiative 
supports the effort, while consumers factoring sustainability into buying decisions 
helped drive EV sales up 43 percent in 2020 (Heineke, Möller, Padhi, Schwedhelm & 
Tschiesner, 2021). A major driver of the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem is 
therefore similar consumer behaviour across related and international markets where 
sustainability becomes central to customer choices. Unfortunately, a frustrating paradox 
remains at the heart of green business: Few consumers who report positive attitudes 
toward environmentally friendly products and services follow through with their wallets. 
In one recent survey 65% said they want to buy purpose-driven brands that advocate 
sustainability, yet only about 26% actually do so demonstrating an “intention-action 
gap” that exists in the market for sustainable solutions (White, Hardisty & Habib, 2019). 
This highlights the need for the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem to facilitate a shift 
in customer behaviour, which is largely up to the institutional and cultural context within 
which scaleups operate (elaborated upon in Section 4.3.5).  

Although shared mobility often means a much smaller environmental footprint, it can 
also lead consumers to choose the easy-to-access option, such as Uber, instead of the 
more sustainable one, such as walking, biking or taking public transport (White et al., 
2019). Therefore, green mobility faces competition from shared mobility solutions. At 
the same time, direct competitors are rare for radically new and innovative mobility 
solutions such as hyperloops and solar EVs that have yet to reach the market. 
Nevertheless, the presence of competing actors is not necessarily harmful to scaleup 
growth (see Section 3.2.1). On the contrary, the interactions between competitors could 
push the market readiness of these innovative solutions. In addition to competitors 
being an important growth condition in the ecosystem, a high prevalence of (other) 
scaleups in the market is another crucial factor to consider. By having access to other 
high-growth companies and attracting them into their customer base, scaleups can boost 
their growth trajectories. In the context of the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem, this 
could entail fostering Corporate Mobility as a Service (CMaaS), on top of the currently 
more widespread solution aimed at individuals and personal use.  

The concept behind CMaas simply entails a MaaS service owned or commissioned, or in 
other ways controlled, by a corporation that is focused on transport within, to and from a 
work site or campus, or between work sites or campuses. The users of the service are the 
people working at or visiting the site (Hesselgren, Sjöman & Pernestål, 2020). As MaaS is 
gaining popularity, companies are tapping into its potential by providing certain types of 
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shared mobility solutions to make commuting easier for their employees. Shuttle 
services, car-pooling and bike-sharing are already being implemented at Google in Silicon 
Valley, for example. Other corporate giants such as Amazon, Microsoft and IKEA also 
offer dedicated shuttle services. However, most of these services are only accessible to a 
limited number of people and fixed to a particular timetable. With the advent of MaaS in 
the context of a workplace, CMaaS could have the potential to improve the commuting 
experience for employees to travel to/from and within work, and ultimately aid in the 
shift towards sustainable transport modes when combined with certain travel incentives 
(Vaddadi, Zhao, Susilo, & Pernestål, 2020). Therefore, an ecosystem that enables the 
adaptation of MaaS to offer corporate mobility solutions is essential for scaleups to gain 
access to a high-growth customer base and thereby maintain their own fast-growth. 

SnappCar is a social enterprise that offers a peer-to-peer car sharing marketplace, 
consisting of a community in which thousands of car owners can easily and safely rent out 
their cars to other people in their cities and neighbourhoods. Since it started in 2011, 
SnappCar has been on a mission to empower people with smarter mobility, through car 
sharing. Their ambitious goal for the Future of Mobility, driven by the need to cut down 
wasteful production and help reverse climate change, is to remove 5 out of 10 cars from 
our streets, garages and driveways. 

Geared towards efficiency 
With the average car standing still for 23 hours of the day, the current way in which cars 
are being used is inefficient. SnappCar recognises this as an opportunity to nudge society 
towards smarter and more efficient mobility choices. For every shared car that is being 
used, there is evidence that people postpone or stop buying a new car, get rid of their 
second one or—in some cases—go completely car-less. The market for car sharing 
therefore has the potential to not only free up unused space but also to cut costs and 
CO2 emissions.  

Although research implies that there is an intention-action gap where people intend to 
adopt greener solutions but end up choosing the less sustainable option, SnappCar does 
not experience this as a barrier to growth. According to Erik Rutten, CEO of SnappCar, it is 
not simply black and white when it comes to sustainability versus price driving consumer 
choices. The impact to access the market is most powerful when they go hand-in-hand: 
sustainable products and services can only scale to the mass market with competitive 
and affordable prices. 

Scaling shared mobility internationally  
SnappCar currently operates their services in three European markets: Netherlands, 
Germany and Sweden. Different languages, social norms and cultural contexts across 
these countries bring contrasting consumer habits within different playing fields. As such, 
a simple copy-paste model does not work when scaling shared mobility solutions on an 
international level. Local presence and insights were important to help SnappCar 
overcome the challenges to expand their market across borders and adapt to local 
circumstances.  

In addition to its own local presence, SnappCar cooperates with local partners in the 
related and supporting industries of the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem. Cross-
sector collaborations with leasing companies, insurance and roadside assistance services 
and technology vendors (e.g. cloud services and platforms) have helped this scaleup 
accelerate their growth and expand their offering. This was not an easy task and requires 
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a certain extent of scale in order to efficiently secure partnerships. Once you are able to 
find that first partner willing to stick their neck out, then it becomes easier to grow your 
partnership base. SnappCar started with the most essential sector related to the safety of 
car sharing: insurance. This was able to kickstart a fruitful path of further collaborations 
and partnerships to foster the growth of this scaleup.  

Navigating the capital landscape 
“There’s enough capital out there looking for a destination to invest into, but it depends 
on who is interested in the mobility landscape and fit with what we do as a business.”—
Erik Rutten, CEO of SnappCar. The capital landscape offers sufficient funding if you put 
enough effort into finding and securing these investments. The challenge in Europe is to 
find investors who are willing to make bigger bets (comparable to the United States and 
China) on startups and scaleups in markets that are still emerging such as the Future of 
Mobility.  

Nevertheless, SnappCar’s growth experience demonstrates that it helps to have 
entrepreneurial experience in the founding team (from starting other companies) and a 
supportive shareholder council on board to gain follow-up funding rounds. It is essential 
to be very efficient with the capital that you manage to secure during your growth phase 
and use it to reach key milestones to continue growing.  

Contributing to a more conscious society, one shared car at a time  
A Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem that fosters the growth of shared mobility 
solutions requires a cultural shift in the market from ownership to access, from 
inefficiency to sustainability. A society that is more conscious about their mobility choices 
will contribute to the prosperity of shared mobility providers. Fortunately for SnappCar, it 
helped to have early adopters in their scaleup ecosystem to fast-track their growth 
trajectory.  

As a social enterprise, SnappCar not only benefits from a more environmentally conscious 
society but also wants to make an impact by making people more aware of their mobility 
choices. Car sharing means being more environmentally aware of your need for 
transportation. SnappCar consists of an ever-expanding conscious community of people 
who see the advantages and benefits of car sharing.  

Erik’s advice to Future of Mobility startups planning to scale up is to make sure to ride a 
market trend that is consistent. It is easy to get caught up in a high-growth fad or fashion 
that could disappear from the market at any moment, rendering the business model 
obsolete. It is therefore encouraging to see that there has been a steady and stable 
upward trend in the market for shared cars (approximately 30-50% per year) 
complemented by increasing urbanisation, where more people are moving to the cities 
and do not want the hassle of owning a car. 

4.3.2. (Access to) Related and Supporting Industries 

A wide variety of stakeholders operate at every level of the mobility system—
researchers, developers, advisors, providers, decision makers (Alexandra & Haustein, 
2020). The success of the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem hinges on successful 
collaborations and exchanges between all of these stakeholders. As such, innovating in 
mobility relies on connections to a vast network of related and supporting industries. The 
traditional capabilities of vehicle manufacturers and suppliers will need to expand, 
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collaborating with autonomous vehicle technology suppliers, software developers, and 
others to provide a much broader range of product choices (Corwin, Willigmann & 
Jameson, 2016). To date, MaaS has been a consumer centric proposition. Through the 
service, consumers are presented with travel options to choose from. While MaaS is 
supported by SaaS, or Software/platform-as-a-Service, an operator interface and 
management system is arguably missing. As such, Merkert et al. (2020) propose 
Collaboration as a Service (CaaS) for a framework fulling integrating transport services as 
a step beyond MaaS. Similarly, the World Economic Forum (2018) propose a broader 
transport network through Seamless Integrated Mobility Systems (SIMSystems)—“a 
‘system of systems’ that moves people and goods more efficiently by creating 
interoperability across physical assets like cars and buses, digital technologies like 
dynamic pricing and shared data exchanges, and the governance structures, standards 
and rules by which they operate” (World Economic Forum, 2018, p.9). Through 
partnerships and alliances across various stakeholders (see Section 3.2.2), integrating 
frameworks such as CaaS and SIMSystems in the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem 
can therefore further facilitate the growth of companies.  

These CaaS and SIMSystems are potential pathways through which the mobility 
landscape can fundamentally change. Yet many of the new mobility technologies and 
services currently available cannot be regarded as ‘disruptive’ since they still try to earn 
revenue in traditional ways by transporting people. Real disruption would only occur 
when the core principles of travel (taking time and travel being a derived demand) are 
challenged. For instance, autonomous technologies might mean that the travel time 
budget conception is altered, whilst collaboration with other sectors (e.g., property 
developers, retailers) might change the revenue model fundamentals of transportation 
companies (Merkert & Wong, 2020). According to Deloitte (2020)7, in addition to 
Automotive, the Future of Mobility encompasses the sectors of Insurance, Finance, 
Transport, Media, Public Sector, Telecom, Technology, Retail, Medical, Legal, and Energy. 
Access to collaborate with these industries is therefore crucial for the growth of scaleups 
in the Future of Mobility ecosystem. For autonomous vehicles specifically, replacing 
human drivers with algorithm-led and artificial intelligence-based control systems 
requires the development and deployment of skilful sensing-processing-actuator 
technologies and opens up new fields for industrial production and commercial service 
development, which will induce changes in support activities such as law, insurance, 
coding and design (ITF, 2019).  

It is clear that enabling CaaS and SIMSystems will require unprecedented coordination 
within and among private sector entities, government bodies and the public. As such, 
professional and advisory services become even more important in the context of the 
Future of Mobility to help scaleups navigate this complex landscape by assisting in the 
development and implementation of management systems as well as facilitating cross-
sector collaboration. For instance: M&A advisors helped SnappCar with their late-stage 
investment strategies; Lightyear made use of Deloitte’s services to help monitor their 
growth processes and implement their human resource strategies; and weGrow provided 
ParkBee with supporting insight into their partnership strategies. However, based on the 
experience of one of the case studies, there seems to be a lack of tailored support for 
recruitment processes, especially when looking for engineers and senior executives with 
sufficient experience navigating high-tech environments. At the same time, another case 

 
7 Introduction to the Future of Mobility video, which can be accessed via: 
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/consulting/solutions/future-of-mobility-solutions.html 

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/consulting/solutions/future-of-mobility-solutions.html
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study demonstrated that consultancy services are costly and therefore not always 
financially feasible when scaling up with limited resources.  

4.3.3. (Access to) Talent and Knowledge 

New mobility requires new kinds of (international) talent. New mobility players in the 
field are perceived as software- or electronics-first companies and have focused on hiring 
talent with digital skills from the outset. To catch up, traditional players will have to 
reskill up to a quarter of their current workforce. This is especially applicable to software 
skills as the automotive software market is estimated to grow by approximately 250 
percent by the end of the decade, which will put software at the very centre of new 
automobile design (Heineke, et al., 2021). All of the Future of Mobility scaleups from the 
sample of case studies have international talent in their teams that represent a diverse 
group of international backgrounds. Jian Jiang, co-founder and Chief Technical Officer of 
Parkbee, for example, is a transnational entrepreneur and not originally from the 
Netherlands, while VanMoof has international members in their C-level management 
team. However, the interviewees reveal that hiring tech-talent proves to be more 
difficult than hiring non-technical talent. A shortage of highly-educated (software) 
developers and engineers seems to be an issue in the Future of Mobility scaleup 
ecosystem. For VanMoof, there is also a shortage of skilled “bike doctors” (mechanics) 
who are not necessarily university-level of educated. There is thus a need to upskill the 
labour market to ensure that innovative solutions in the Future of Mobility scaleup 
ecosystem can be realised.  

On the management-side, it is useful to leverage the network and expertise of a 
supervisory board or a board of advisors as demonstrated by the case studies. In this 
way, growth experiences from industry veterans can bolster the scaling up process. 
Moreover, leaders that want their companies to thrive in the Future of Mobility scaleup 
ecosystem should be flexible enough to adapt their corporate mobility policies to 
leverage the full potential that new mobility solutions and MaaS platforms offer (van 
Impelen, Reuser & van Manen, 2020). As such, there should be an openness to 
implement CMaaS within scaleups so that their employees can more seamlessly and 
sustainably commute to their workplaces.  

Founded in 2016, Lightyear’s goal is to provide a substitute for fossil fuels and reach a 
lightyear of 100% sustainable transportation before 2035. This fast-growing company is 
on a mission to provide clean mobility everywhere by engineering the world’s first long-
range solar car. With their technology, any power outlet in the world becomes a charging 
station. Due to the reduced need for charging stations, Lightyear offers a solution that 
can be adopted worldwide and can scale faster than current electric vehicles (EVs). By 
enabling EVs to be scalable for everyone, everywhere, Lightyear will accelerate the 
sustainability transition in the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem.  

Pioneering the solar mobility market 
As a pioneer in solar mobility with almost no direct competitors, Lightyear operates in a 
market that is still at its very early phase of development. Solar integrations into mobility 
are being tested but not widely implemented. While the market for EVs is steadily on its 
path to maturity, the technology for solar EVs has yet to reach a dominant design in 
which there is an accepted standard. As such, there is scepticism surrounding the 
feasibility of these technologies in the market for solar EVs. Nevertheless, in the long-run, 
the solar mobility market has a high-growth potential—especially taking into 
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consideration the promising growth projections for EVs in general. As soon as the market 
for EVs kicks off, we can expect solar mobility to follow.  

The challenge is then to convince customers to buy into solar mobility solutions that are 
still unfamiliar to the market. While sustainability seems to be an important factor driving 
customer behaviour, consumer choice is still driven by price. Efficient production 
capabilities at large volumes can drive down the price of solar EVs but this depends on 
boosting market demand. For Lightyear, the Future of Mobility looks promising, 
especially once there is enough awareness in the market about the potential of solar 
EVs—which also means that this scaleup is looking for more direct competitors to 
accelerate the growth of this high-potential market! 

Cross-sector collaborations & advisory services—a fuel for 
Lightyear’s fast-growth  
The Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem offers plenty of opportunities for collaboration. 
Lightyear leverages this and partners with shared mobility providers as well as charging 
infrastructure providers to diversify their offering with a more integrated solution for 
their customers.  

External support from more experienced players in the scaleup ecosystem also proved 
useful, especially in helping Lightyear secure funding. By setting up an advisory board of 
experts that have experience in raising at least €1 billion funding, Lightyear was able to 
survive the first Valley of Death. 

To survive the second Valley of Death, Lightyear made use of support from advisory 
services to build a scalable organisation with a professional internal governance 
structure. In order to manage the rapid growth from a team of 5 co-founders to almost 
200 people in just 5 years, Lightyear benefitted from external human resource 
management expertise to expand their team while maintaining their core values.  

Scalable capital and charging infrastructure as catalysts for growth 
What is missing from the current (local) ecosystem, however, is scalable capital for 
ambitious technologies without a proven business case (yet). Unfortunately, in order to 
build the business case of emerging technologies, such as solar EVs, sufficient capital to 
fund the necessary operations to scale production is crucial. This vicious circle requires 
more strategic mission-based investors rather than profit-driven short-sighted investors 
to enable a promising Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem.  

Moreover, charging infrastructure is key for the shift towards a mass adoption of (solar) 
EVs. Developing EVs is not the challenge, it is implementing them with the current (lack 
of) charging infrastructure and (lack of) clear industry policy. On an institutional level, 
without clear targets (i.e., X number of EV charging stations per vehicle) and extensive 
investigation of the costs associated, scaling up EVs is going to be difficult once the 
market is eventually ready. 

Nevertheless, Lightyear’s innovative technology will accelerate the scaleup’s growth path 
even further once the charging infrastructure landscape becomes more favourable with 
sufficient charging stations. This is because solar EVs generally need 3 times less charging 
infrastructure to drive the same amount of kilometres as EVs. 
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Solar vehicles on the mobility horizon 
With the rise of new mobility solutions that are unfamiliar to the general public, a culture 
of trust is crucial in the Future of Mobility ecosystem in order to realise our ambition 
towards a seamless flow of people and goods in a sustainable way. There needs to be a 
dramatic shift away from the current wary culture built on calculative customers driven 
by price incentives for solar vehicles to flourish in the market. 

At the same time, public institutions should also trust that the market will develop over a 
period of time in order to confidently invest in large-scale mobility solutions that are 
heavily dependent on public infrastructure. Fortunately for Lightyear, they are located in 
the innovation district Brainport. With a strong regional ecosystem open to supporting 
(risky) innovative solutions, Lightyear was able to fast-track their growth trajectory to 
become one of the fastest-growing companies in the Netherlands today.  

In addition to private sector skills, public sector talent should also be taken into 
consideration. Since the Future of Mobility is inextricably linked to the capacities and 
competences of the public sector, a challenge relates to ability of the (local) government 
to capture, process, and interpret data, as well as to enable and organise meaningful 
participation and citizen involvement. Urban mobility solutions specifically require 
‘mappers’ that need training for inputting quality and reliable data, as Future of Mobility 
solutions require the constant updating of information bases due to the dynamic urban 
landscape that is constantly undergoing changes (Lenz & Heinrichs, 2017). MaaS 
solutions, specifically, could become more efficient with access to the public transit 
system’s route and real-time location data. It would therefore be useful if public 
transportation operators were to open their API feeds to developers and data providers. 
The growth of mobility scaleups can thus be fostered by government leaders who can see 
these benefits and support the uptake of MaaS solutions in their cities, by creating an 
open architecture that private partners can integrate to that still meets the needs of 
their citizens at the same time (Goodall et al., 2017). As such, when capability and 
leadership development in the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem is directed towards 
leaders in city governments as well as senior executives with experience in working with 
the public sector, the growth of mobility scaleups can be reinforced.  

4.3.4. (Access to) Capital 

Solutions in the Future of Mobility are risky by nature, given that the associated markets 
have only just started to take off and are still unfamiliar to many investors. This poses an 
issue for accessing growth capital in an investment landscape that is still relatively new. A 
report by the European Investment Bank (de Concini, 2018) highlights a financing gap 
that is especially acute for companies in the growth phase that are investing in urban 
green mobility solutions and highly energy efficient road vehicles. The interviewees also 
witness difficulties in their ecosystem in the growth phase when it comes to looking for 
support for risky Future of Mobility business cases. There seems to be a lack of scalable 
capital to build operations and scale innovations in emerging markets for new mobility 
solutions. One interviewee specifically pointed out the fragmented nature of the 
European mobility funding landscape, which is especially challenging when securing large 
investment rounds. 

Financial expertise is key to gaining access to growth capital. Without sufficient 
experience in navigating the increasingly complex funding landscape, the growth process 
can be delayed. The issue with fund-raising without the right expertise is that it can 
distract the organisation from their growth strategy, according to one of the case studies. 
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As soon as there is sufficient capital, scaleups can finally focus on their road to expansion. 
Nevertheless, when there is funding experience in the management team, several 
bottlenecks related to accessing capital can be overcome. For example, one of the 
interviewees revealed the value of hiring in managers with financial experience. This 
helped them gain access to growth capital and advance their growth trajectory faster 
than if they had to rely purely on the experience of third-party intermediaries. On top of 
this, previous entrepreneurial experience in the founding team helps with addressing 
investors’ needs. For example, Taco and Ties Carlier’s legacy of founding successful 
companies before VanMoof was beneficial for investor credibility.  

Investment in (fuelling/charging) infrastructure is a necessary condition to ensure that 
scaleups in the EV market are successful (Dijk, Orsato & Kemp, 2013). However, this 
infrastructure is costly to implement and requires an enormous amount of capital. 
Investments in green mobility solutions in particular is inherently prone to capital 
intensity. As such, startups have to incur high upfront costs and capital expenditure 
before revenues can begin to appear in their scaling up phase. Investing in capital-
intensive green mobility solutions is therefore often too risky for venture capitalists 
(VCs). Capital intensive, hardware research and development investments such as energy 
capacity technologies are easier for companies who can commit to multi-year research 
and development budgets without seeing returns or to funds that have very specific 
hardware expertise (Kivity, 2020). Scaling up new mobility solutions therefore faces the 
challenge of the inherently capital-intensive nature of the solutions, deterring private 
investors such as VCs.  

Due to the limits of private funding such as VCs that seek more capital-efficient solutions, 
it is essential to pave the way for institutional investors. New approaches in blended 
finance should lower the bar for new investors with patient capital so they can 
significantly increase their commitment to funding green mobility solutions. Both 
substantial funding and the will to invest in sustainable projects exist; the key challenge 
for innovative funds and policymakers is to unlock this potential. As new types of 
financing structures emerge, the procedural approach is actually secondary. The Future 
of Mobility scaleup ecosystem requires patient capital with a longer time horizon and 
mission-based investment strategies. Examples such as the Sustainable Energy 
Innovations Fund by the World Economic Forum, Breakthrough Energy Ventures or 
innovative corporate finance are already setting up schemes taking this into 
consideration (Schniering, 2019). There are enough strategic investors to follow up on 
investment rounds according to some of the case studies. One of the interviewees, 
however, expressed that the missing link in the European landscape could be bank 
financing since banks seem to be too risk averse to invest in startups and scaleups, which 
have a chance to default on their loans.  

In addition, grants that are designed with flexible terms can be helpful as mobility 
service companies in particular are operating in an ever-changing environment and often 
need to modify and adapt their business models or mode of operation accordingly and 
within a short period of time to react to market feedback and competition. Despite the 
financing gap in mobility scaleups, research shows that Original Equipment 
Manufacturers (OEMs) and technology companies as well as knowledge intensive 
services companies (KIS) are investing heavily into the mobility sector and at an 
increasing rate. By leveraging public support and the networks of the OEMs and KIS, the 
access to capital in the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem can therefore be improved. 
At a European Union level, this could entail establishing dedicated investment vehicles 
(potentially deploying both equity and high-risk debt) focusing on supporting the scaleup 
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phase of fast-growing companies active in innovative mobility solutions (de Concini, 
2018).  

4.3.5. Institutional and Cultural context  

The opportunities and challenges for the Future of Mobility depend on the specific 
context in which the scaling up of innovations and growth takes place. The roll-out of 
electric buses, for example, faces context-specific challenges related to network size, 
ridership, degree of sector privatisation and the availability of funding streams other than 
fare revenues (International Energy Agency, 2020), while driverless technology is not yet 
ready to run on a mass scale due to a number of complicated issues to work out such as 
regulations around safety, liability, data use, and privacy (Goodall et al., 2017). The 
institutional context is therefore important in the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem 
as policymakers have to ‘step in’ to control for unintended consequences (including 
externalities like congestion, social exclusion and urban sprawl), but also allow adequate 
space for market players to innovate (Merkert & Wong, 2020).  

Support for the automotive industry is tied to ambitious fuel economy regulations, which 
in the past triggered innovation and helped jumpstart key parts of today’s EV industry. 
Other targeted and direct support measures, such as for charging infrastructure, or via 
favourable loans with low interest rates and/or public co-funding, towards corporate 
fleets for bulk procurement of electric cars, buses and trucks, could support continued 
growth in EVs. In countries where fossil fuel subsidies prevail, the low oil price 
environment is an important opportunity to phase out price supports, which are 
detrimental for pursuing energy efficiency efforts in general and for creating a context 
that supports road vehicle electrification in particular (International Energy Agency, 
2020). The strongest emissions reductions can be achieved with policies in place to 
further decarbonise the transport sector and, in some cases, guide the development of 
disruptions. In urban passenger transport for example, the widespread adoption of 
shared and autonomous vehicles could cut CO2 emissions by 73% and congestion by 24% 
in 2050 relative to current projections if managed by appropriate policies (ITF, 2019). A 
main driver for the uptake of new mobility services and MaaS will be the enabling 
legislation and standardised data protocols that ensure seamless linking of service 
operators, trips, payment options and regulatory reporting (ITF, 2019). 

A new form of high-speed transport for large volumes of passengers or cargo, known as 
the hyperloop, is being developed that is shaping the Future of Mobility scaleup 
ecosystem. The hyperloop system is comprised of smart autonomous vehicles through a 
network of safe tubes that connects cities, countries and even entire continents within a 
short travel time. By developing the hyperloop, Hardt is creating an on-demand, 
affordable transport system in which people can travel huge distances in a short time—all 
completely emission-free, safe, and accessible to everyone.  

Leading the way towards a new mode of mass transportation  
Founded in 2016, Europe’s fastest-growing hyperloop company has acquired a leading 
position in the global development of the hyperloop with their lane-switching 
technology. Together with their partners, Hardt developed the first European full-scale 
hyperloop test facility in 2019 and is on track to realising the European Hyperloop 
Network, a 10,000 kilometre hyperloop network crossing national borders that is 
completely powered by renewable electricity and a clean alternative to short-haul flights.  
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With unprecedented challenges facing our current transport system and an increasing 
demand in travel, it is important to expand the current capacity in the mobility 
ecosystem to meet this market demand. There is a need for the current transport system 
to create space for a radically new type of mobility solution—the hyperloop—in order to 
reduce the pressure on current inefficient transport systems.  

Revolutionising the transport landscape is a global cooperative 
effort  
Hardt Hyperloop leverages related and supporting industries in their ecosystem to grow. 
Together with over 20 international public and private partners, Hardt is actively involved 
with other experts across diverse disciplines to develop a safe, sustainable and 
commercially viable mode of high-speed transportation. Hardt is also cooperating (as 
opposed to competing) with the handful of other hyperloop companies that exist to work 
towards a single standard in order to create a certified, sustainable, interoperable system 
and transport network with the appropriate level for safety. 

Since the hyperloop needs to be integrated into the physical domain as well as into the 
mobility system for passengers or the logistics system for goods, it is key for the public 
sector to take leadership. In this way, the interoperability between different countries 
can be ensured, for instance, to avoid the current lack of integration with disparate 
railway systems across different countries within Europe. Moreover, to really break 
ground and accelerate the development of the hyperloop, the public sector should take 
the first risky step to improve the access to market, rather than wait to see how the 
market plays out, which will in turn incentivise (financial) support from the private sector.  

The challenge to reach ‘the right’ type of (human) capital  
Finding the right type of (human) capital for such a highly-specialised mobility solution, 
that is not on the market yet, is not easy. Hardt employs over 35 people representing 
around 12 nationalities and a diverse variety of functions. Although a large part of their 
workforce is comprised of technical talent, the challenge lies in the non-technical side—
the ability to integrate the hyperloop solution into the existing environment and build a 
business case around it. A combination of understanding the market and having the right 
mindset is therefore fundamental in the recruitment process of this scaleup. In order to 
grow in this field, you need people with the right mindset that can think and, more 
importantly, do things in a different way.  

On top of having the right people to realise the development of the hyperloop, the right 
type of investment is necessary to develop this new mode of mass transportation. 
Building the routes for hyperloops is an expensive endeavour—billions of euros are 
required to finance hyperloop infrastructure. As such, realising the hyperloop requires 
large-scale infrastructure-dependent, and therefore public, investments. One of the 
greatest barriers to growth in the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem can thus be 
overcome once there is sufficient capital to prove that the hyperloop works and is safe 
for public adoption. 

Paving the way for the Future of Mobility 
“Find that first customer willing to pioneer with you”—Mars Geuze, co-founder and Chief 
Commercial Officer of Hardt Hyperloop, believes that launching customers are key to 
scaling up radically new mobility innovations. Professional and advisory services can be 
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helpful in this process for gaining credibility and convincing relevant stakeholders in the 
ecosystem that risky projects are worthwhile to invest in.  

This is especially important due to barriers to public adoption in this market, given the 
uncertainty and lack of knowledge about the hyperloop solution. In order to scale up 
Future of Mobility solutions, it is therefore crucial to be very clear about your market 
when dealing with innovations that have yet to reach the market. This simply means 
being able to show that people are willing to buy your product. Once you can prove this, 
the potential to scale will inevitably follow, as reflected in the promising growth 
trajectory of Hardt Hyperloop.  

These aforementioned regulations are therefore key to unlocking growth in the Future of 
Mobility scaleup ecosystem. Several of the interviewed scaleups indeed confirmed that 
the decarbonisation policies and fuel economy regulations are heading in the right 
direction to facilitate their growth trajectories. However, too much regulation and the 
private sector may find it difficult to innovate or participate; too little regulation and the 
public interest is not served (Goodall et al., 2017). According to one of the case studies, 
room for flexibility is required in order to innovate in mobility markets that are still 
emerging. Trying to standardise something that is not fully developed yet hinders the 
growth process. A hands off approach until the market grows to a certain maturity would 
be more helpful. The impression is that by dictating standards, governments are pushing 
their own agenda by preventing scaleups from becoming ‘too big’.  

In addition to an enabling regulatory framework, the available infrastructure also paves 
the way for the Future of Mobility. Specifically for EVs, scaleup growth is contingent on 
an electric road system (ERS): a road stretch equipped with infrastructure that enables 
vehicles to receive electricity while moving via overhead catenary, ground conductive or 
inductive technologies. However, most governments continue to be reluctant to invest in 
charging infrastructure and end up implementing financial incentives instead. With 
respect to infrastructure deployment, countries usually focus on providing subsidies, 
public financing, or tax reductions for the development of EV infrastructure (ITF, 2019). 
The infrastructure that makes MaaS work, on the other hand, is already available. With 
smartphones and 4G/5G networks, deep learning and artificial intelligence, autonomous 
drive and dynamic routing, the world is ready to build and run the new services most in 
demand (Goodall et al., 2017). However, the adoption of shared mobility services are 
dependent on the quality and frequency of existing public transport services and 
infrastructure such as safe cycling environments (ITF, 2019). As such, a challenge lies in 
the integration of MaaS to non-urban and rural areas without efficient infrastructure.  

Fortunately, there has been a rapid expansion of information and communication 
technology (ICT) infrastructure, which has already changed the landscape in which 
transport stakeholders operate. ICT enables and facilitates the collection, analysis, and 
distribution of information. In the transport sector, accurate and timely information is 
critical. Smart technologies, such as traffic and mobility management systems, and public 
transport management systems help to manage rapid urbanisation and growing traffic 
congestion (Sustainable Mobility for All, 2017). More connected cars, for example, are 
poised to become potent information platforms that not only provide better experiences 
for drivers but also open new avenues for businesses to create value. Connectivity in cars 
is predominantly driven by the proliferation of a more centralised software and of 
electrical- and electronic-component architecture (Möller, Padhi, Pinner & Tschiesner, 
2019). 
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VanMoof is a fully integrated end-to-end company that has upended the bike industry by 
taking complete ownership of everything from design to production, from sales to after-
service. Since it was founded in 2009 by brothers Taco and Ties Carlier with a vision of the 
perfect city bike, VanMoof has built a community of 150,000 riders with an international 
presence in 19 countries and counting. This fast-growing company’s mission is to get the 
next billion on bikes and on its way to redefining the future of urban mobility.  

Reinventing the way people move around cities 
As cities expand and grow larger in size and population, new solutions that are nurtured 
within a Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem are crucial to overcome the challenges 
facing cities of the future. VanMoof’s e-bikes are transforming the urban commute by 
providing a green mobility solution that can free up cities and help people more 
efficiently reach their desired destinations. Cities, especially in Europe, are not built for 
cars. At the same time, traditional bikes are typically designed and limited to a 5km 
range. With e-bikes that can unlock further commutes up to 30km, people can more 
freely move around cities without relying on cars or public transport.  

Although other modes of (public) transportation are still widespread, as a scaleup 
operating in a high-growth (e-bike) market that is still far from saturated, VanMoof has 
not faced many direct competitors in their ecosystem. More recently, nevertheless, there 
has been rising competition in local markets, which is good news for speeding up 
innovation in the e-bike industry. On an international scale, however, there are few 
players in the e-bike market that operate and deliver their product across borders. 

A post-pandemic e-bike boom  
When the world was hit by COVID-19 and forced into lockdown, an urgency of cleaner 
cities and healthier people accelerated the need for more conscious mobility choices. The 
COVID-pandemic pushed the discussion around the liveability and sustainability of our 
cities into the mainstream. Social norms dramatically shifted with less people being 
comfortable to take public transport and more people appreciating exercising in their 
free time. “Norms are on our side”—Karlijn Marchildon, Head of Communications at 
VanMoof. Recent societal developments, which opened up the possibility of quieter 
streets and cleaner air, propelled VanMoof’s high-growth trajectory to break fund-raising 
records and triple their sales. 

The take off in market demand can also partly be attributed to increasing 
decarbonisation policies and rising fuel economy regulations in the institutional context 
of the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem. In addition to VanMoof’s e-bikes attracting 
consumers for personal use making up a large B2C customer segment, this scaleup also 
offers their products to a B2B customer segment. Big tech corporates and other (fast-
growing) companies that are looking for a way to provide mobility solutions—in response 
to emerging regulations to reduce corporate carbon footprints—are buying VanMoof 
fleets for their employees and reinforcing this scaleup’s growth trajectory. 

Riding the future with the right talent and tech collaborations  
In order to achieve their mission to get the next billion on bikes, VanMoof’s growth 
requires access to high quality and diverse talent to deliver their products. In addition to 
seeking tech talent (such as software and app developers) like most other scaleups in the 
Future of Mobility ecosystem, mechanics (“Bike Doctors”) with specific skills that can 
service VanMoof’s high-tech e-bikes are also crucial for growth. For VanMoof, it became 
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easier to access these types of talent as they rapidly grew and built an in-house 
recruitment and HR team.  

With scale, also came access to better partnerships as higher volumes in production 
opened more doors in VanMoof’s growth experience. Although they have fully integrated 
their supply chain and do not need to rely on third party suppliers, access to key 
partnerships and collaborations with tech companies have been crucial for their growth 
path characterised by continuous innovation and R&D in their e-bike manufacturing 
processes. Making bold choices to innovate and improve VanMoof’s offering has helped 
this scaleup fast-track their growth trajectory. 

A human-first and cycle-friendly Future of Mobility  
As with most scaleups offering new mobility solutions in emerging markets, VanMoof is 
growing at a faster pace than the available infrastructure. Especially when expanding 
abroad, outside of the Netherlands—a country renowned for its cycling infrastructure, 
concerns around safety can become a barrier to growth. In order to contribute to a 
cleaner and greener future of urban mobility, VanMoof’s growth path hinges on a greater 
share of road space being allocated to (e-)bikes across major cities. A shift in cities from 
car-centric to become human-first and more cycle-friendly is thus crucial for a prosperous 
Future of Mobility. In addition to the road infrastructure, another challenge when 
navigating a multi-country institutional environment is the ICT infrastructure that differs 
across countries. The tracking technology of VanMoof’s e-bikes, for example, requires 
access to fast internet, sufficient GSM and Bluetooth network coverage—which is not as 
readily available in several countries. 

Despite these challenges, VanMoof has achieved exceptional growth rates, won multiple 
awards and broken several records as a global e-bike market pioneer. According to 
Karlijn, “It helps to have a strong vision of where you think the Future of Mobility could 
be, then make something that can bring people there.”  

The impact lies in the experimental mentality of VanMoof as an organisation since it was 
started by risk-taking founders with a proven track-record from previous ventures. This, 
coupled by the advantageous location of being headquartered in Amsterdam has helped 
VanMoof leverage the growth opportunities from the Future of Mobility scaleup 
ecosystem to become one of Europe’s fastest-growing companies today.  

Since the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem transcends national borders, by facing 
challenges of mitigating ever-growing international transport emissions (ITF, 2019) for 
example, there should be an international effort in the ecosystem. Global technological 
collaboration and knowledge sharing could help increase understanding of defining 
common mobility policy priorities, participating in technology development initiatives 
and managing the sharing of information between municipalities and governments on 
mobility efforts (World Economic Forum, 2018). The European Union, for example, has 
created the MaaS Alliance, a public-private partnership that facilitates information-
sharing among players ad addresses legal issues, technical issues, the user experience 
and social impact, and market development. Forums like this are often necessary to 
enable all players across the ecosystem to collaborate in ways that can contribute to the 
growth of the market for MaaS (Goodall et al., 2017).  

The cultural context is arguably even more important as new mobility solutions are 
intrinsically dependent on the readiness of the public to make use of these solutions. The 
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case of MaaS, as an example, should not be implemented unilaterally on proprietary 
standards but should rather rely on the goodwill, trust and shared values of an open 
ecosystem with many competing providers in the market (Merkert & Wong, 2020). 
Promising trends are emerging that could facilitate shared mobility in the Future of 
Mobility scaleup ecosystem, including “NOwnership” or the decision not to own material 
possessions such as transportation vehicles and preferring pay-per-use services instead. 
Although we are only at the beginning of this revolution, it has already started to change 
our habits and help cities reduce their carbon footprint (Caballero & Tanzilli, 2021).  

The trust of the public is another important contextual factor to consider as individuals 
have to deal with a lot of insecurities when using a new or unfamiliar system, which can 
limit or even hinder the success of Future of Mobility services. Trust, cost and ease of use 
(encompassing payment, waiting time, software interface, etc.) are factors that 
conceivably influence the uptake of various shared mobility options. By building trust 
and enhancing the ease of use, MaaS platforms can play a fundamental role in 
promoting the uptake of shared mobility (ITF, 2019). It is, however, concerning for the 
success of the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem that the public remains 
fundamentally anxious about the safety of self-driving cars (Gladden, 2021). Shared and 
autonomous mobility are often perceived as riskier than it objectively is. In the case of 
autonomous cars, consumers could focus on the rare instances of cyberattacks or system 
failures leading to a crash, underemphasizing the much greater odds of being involved in 
an accident in a human-controlled car. Media coverage of such events, especially in the 
early stages of autonomous vehicle rollout, seems likely to only exacerbate this bias 
(Pankratz, Willigmann, Kovar & Sanders, 2017). 

Many of the insecurities delaying the path for scaleups to grow in the Future of Mobility 
ecosystem concern the appropriate interaction with other users, while others concern 
the system itself if it appears like a black box to the user and it is not clear what it actually 
does. Service developments should therefore ensure sufficient transparency of the 
system to help people understand its actions, and to clearly define the contribution of 
the system to the user’s decision basis. Similarly, systems supporting interactions 
between users should consider providing simple guidelines to suggest social rules and 
facilitate the exchange (Alexandra & Haustein, 2020). With a more transparent and open 
ecosystem where actors become more accountable, people are also more likely to 
choose the more sustainable option when alternatives are present. There is evidence of 
this when it comes to choosing the sustainable option within automobile sector. 
Harnessing the power of social influence is therefore one of the most effective ways to 
elicit pro-environmental behaviours by holding people accountable for the effects of 
their consumption (White et al., 2019).  
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4.4. Summary of The Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem 

The typical success factors of a scaleup ecosystem derived from the literature and desk 
study is summarised in Table 1 have been applied to the Future of Mobility scaleup 
ecosystem in the table below.  

Table 2: Typical success factors of the Future of Mobility Scaleup Ecosystem 

Element of the scaleup ecosystem: Access to Market 

Success factor: High-growth markets and customer base  

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• MaaS: forecasted to reach 451 billion USD by 2030 (Statista, 2018)  
‒ Increasing demand for shared mobility (e.g. smart platform-based applications) and 

autonomous vehicles  

• Increasing demand for Green Mobility (e.g. EVs forecasted to account for 7% of the global vehicle 
fleet by 2030—IEA, 2020)  
‒ Overcoming the “intention-action gap” 

• Similar and related customer needs within and across markets (e.g. sustainability for EVs and 
CMaaS for high-growth customer base) 

Success factor: Competing actors 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• competition (from multiple national and international players from various industries) drives 
innovation & market readiness 
‒ Green Mobility faces competition from shared mobility solutions  

Element of the scaleup ecosystem: Access to Related and Supporting Industries 

Success factor: Active portfolio of partnerships, alliances and M&As 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• Development of operator interfaces, “system of systems”, platform orchestrator  
‒ integrating frameworks (such as CaaS and SIMSystems)  

Success factor: Proximity to related industries 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• Collaboration with many other (established) industries (e.g. Insurance, Finance, Transport, Media, 
Telecom, Technology, Retail, Medical, Legal, and Energy) and governments important, yet complex 

Success factor: Professional and advisory services 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• Development and implementation of range of management systems and facilitation of cross-sector 
collaboration 

Element of the scaleup ecosystem: Access to Talent and Knowledge 

Success factor: Capability and leadership development 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• leaders in city governments enabling:  
‒ citizen participation and involvement 

‒ private partnerships 

Success factor: Availability of senior executives 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• not only private sector, public sector experience is also needed 

Success factor: Diverse workforce 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• international backgrounds  

• technical talent is crucial (such as software skills, data processing and interpretation capacities) but 

there is a shortage  

Success factor: Flexible employment conditions 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• offering CMaaS to employees reinforces growth of MaaS players 
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Element of the scaleup ecosystem: Access to Capital 

Success factor: Sufficient training to address investors’ needs 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• top-management team with: 
‒ financial expertise & funding experience  

‒ previous entrepreneurial experience  

Success factors: Diverse funding landscape; “funding escalator”; “deep pockets” 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• institutional investors  

• blended finance: equity and high-risk debt 

• corporate finance (OEMs, KIS) 

Success factor: Investor patience 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• need for large (risky) investments with long-term time horizons (returns come at a later stage)  

• mission-based investment strategies  

• grants with flexible terms 

Success factors: Access to international financial institutions; exit opportunities 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• best practices: Sustainable Energy Innovations Fund (World Economic Forum); Breakthrough 
Energy Ventures 

• dedicated investment vehicles at the EU-level 

Element of the scaleup ecosystem: Institutional and Cultural context 

Success factor: Infrastructure 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• electric road systems 

• ICT infrastructure: centralised software and hardware architectural stack 

Success factor: Formal (government and educational) institutions 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• regulatory frameworks (e.g. regarding safety, liability, data usage, fuel economy, decarbonisation)  

• flexibility in regulation and legislation 

• international fora for cross-national decision making  

• standardised data protocols 

• subsidies, public financing, tax reductions 

Success factors: “Local buzz”; societal norms; entrepreneurial spirit, networks, spillover effects, 

“dealmakers” 

Future of Mobility zoom-in: 

• “NOwnership” vs. “owning material possessions”  

• building trust of the public  

• enhancing the ease of use 

• transparency, accountability and social influence 
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5. Conclusions 

As drivers of employment, innovation and productivity growth, scaleups have the 
potential to shape entire industries and bring about positive impact in local, regional and 
national economies. Yet, scaling up an organisation and maintaining high levels of growth 
is difficult. Scaleups risk not overcoming the “Second Valley of Death”: about two third of 
scaleups stop growing fast, or even shrink or die, before they reach the age of eight 
years. Besides access to markets and capital, a major challenge those scaleups face 
relates to dealing with the increasing size and complexity of the internal organisation. As 
such, scaling is about both driving growth and managing growth.  

Innovation and growth do not take place in isolation. They are largely determined by a 
complex system of interactions, collaborations and exchanges between several agents 
that connect together within a scaleup ecosystem. This research study investigated how 
a well-functioning scaleup ecosystem contributes to the growth and prosperity of 
scaleups. The results of the study revealed that scaleup ecosystems are characterised by 
and dependent on access to: market, related and supporting industries, talent and 
knowledge and capital. These elements function within an institutional and cultural 
context and form a framework to analyse scaleup ecosystems. Figure 1 at Section 3.1 
visualises the ecosystem framework and Table 1: Typical success factors of a well-
functioning scaleup ecosystem in Section 3.3 summarises for each of its building blocks 
the typical success factors.  

To provide an illustration of the applicability of the scaleup ecosystem framework, an 
investigation of how a well-functioning scaleup ecosystem contributes to the growth of 
scaleups in the context of the Future of Mobility was conducted. Due to the wide range 
of innovations that pertain to mobility solutions, this research focused on innovative 
passenger mobility solutions in the fields of green mobility and mobility as a service 
(MaaS). The results of the study revealed that successful Future of Mobility scaleup 
ecosystems are typically characterised by access to: high-potential markets (such as 
MaaS and Green Mobility solutions); cross-sector collaborations (including support for 
these collaborations); high-tech talent and experienced senior executives; (public and 
private) investors with high risk-tolerance; and supportive institutions (well-developed 
infrastructure, enabling legislation and fuel economy regulations) with sufficient room for 
flexibility to innovate as well as an accommodating cultural context to accelerate the 
adoption of Future of Mobility solutions. Figure 2 in Section 4.3 visualises the functioning 
of the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem and Table 2 in Section 4.4 summarises for 
each of its building blocks the typical success factors. 

Scaleups, with their potential to shift industries and bring about positive socio-economic 
impact, are vehicles for transformative action to reshape the Future of Mobility. From a 
scaleup ecosystem perspective, relevant stakeholders can be provided with the necessary 
insights to tackle challenges that scaleups face or will encounter in the near future. As 
the world becomes increasingly more complex and interconnected, scaleups should be 
resilient and adaptable to change. Their impact on the development, application and 
diffusion of innovations, new business models, and new concepts and practices within 
and across industries and markets will become even more vital to push the global 
economy in the right direction. 

To ensure the growth and prosperity of scaleups, it is necessary to realise the potential of 
a well-functioning Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem. In conclusion, the following calls 
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to action for each of the building blocks of such a well-functioning scaleup ecosystem are 
underlined below:  

Access to Market  
• Find high-growth markets: to reap economies of scale and scope, (potential) scaleups 

can spot opportunities for expansion in related and international markets by 
identifying complementary customer behaviours and needs within and across 
markets.  

• Overcome the “intention-action gap”: to fully realise the high-growth potential of 
Green Mobility solutions, consumer choices need to be more strongly incentivised by 
sustainability drivers so that those who intend to choose sustainable mobility 
solutions end up doing so. Nudging and targeted incentives by relevant private and 
public stakeholders should therefore increase the market attractiveness of Green 
Mobility solutions.  

• Invite more ecosystem actors to the market: more players in the ecosystem 
stimulates the market readiness of innovative (new mobility) solutions. With more 
high-growth players, growth dynamics are accelerated. By providing credibility to 
(new mobility) solutions and connecting investors to (potential) scaleups, 
governments can establish platforms for high-growth. Examples in the Netherlands 
are initiatives such as nlgroeit and Techleap. Since investments are often large and 
infrastructure-dependent for the Future of Mobility, with governments on board, 
financial and other support organisations in the ecosystem are in turn encouraged to 
invest in the growth of (potential) mobility scaleups.  

Access to Related & Supporting Industries  
• Leverage the power of location: (potential) scaleups should strategically choose the 

right location(s) with strong connections to their market, other (high-tech) scaleups 
and support organisations to help ensure a promising growth trajectory. 

• Collaborate with other more established industries: (potential) scaleups should 
collaborate with related industries to build on and improve their business model in 
order to leverage the positive spillover- and network effects of the Future of Mobility 
scaleup ecosystem. 

• Professionalise the management of growth: besides focusing on their core 
competencies, (potential) scaleups should also professionalise the management of 
their growth trajectory. Future of Mobility scaleups, for example, can specifically seek 
the support of professional and advisory services in their endeavours for cross-sector 
collaboration and the implementation of a range of management systems. 

Access to Talent & Knowledge 
• Hire in senior executives: fast-growth requires a drastic change in how the company 

should be managed, which requires hiring senior manager(s) to bring in the 
knowledge to implement the necessary management systems. For Future of Mobility, 
having public sector experience in the management team is especially important in 
the growth and expansion stage due to the high level of dependency of mobility 
solutions on public infrastructure. 

• Diversify the growth team: fast-growth also requires a drastic change in the 
operations of a company, which calls for recruiting and retaining a functionally 
balanced and diverse team. The top management team must be able to both drive 
and manage growth. This often requires executive attention for functional areas. The 
professionalisation of the finance function is typically a first key area requiring 
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attention. In addition, the HR function typically needs more attention as the company 
grows.  

• Bridge the gap in tech talent: knowledge institutions have a key role to play in 
overcoming the shortage in tech talent facing Future of Mobility scaleups. The Future 
of Mobility ecosystem would benefit from development by knowledge institutions of 
attractive educational programmes and courses specifically focused on innovating in 
mobility solutions and cultivating the technical skills necessary to carry out these 
specialised innovations. 

Access to Capital  
• Get the right expertise for growth funding: (potential) scaleups that manage to 

successfully secure the necessary investments for growth often have a supervisory 
board/board of advisors or a senior executive with experience in growth funding to 
help them navigate the complex funding landscape. 

• Find investors that can look beyond the business model: the markets in the Future of 
Mobility scaleup ecosystem are too immature to show the ‘right’ figures to smoothly 
secure funding in the growth phase since returns are often expected to appear at a 
later stage. It is therefore important for investors to look beyond the business model 
and focus on the mission of scaleups in the Future of Mobility scaleup ecosystem. 

• Mend the fragmented (mobility) funding landscape: it would be highly valuable if key 
(international) players in the Future of Mobility ecosystem such as institutional and 
public investors would offer grants with flexible terms as well as blended finance 
(equity and high-risk debt) options. Dedicated investment vehicles at an EU-level 
focusing specifically on the scaleup phase would be useful. Moreover, advisory and 
knowledge institutions are also crucial players that can help connect relevant parties 
in the funding landscape to bridge financing gaps.  

Institutional & Cultural Context 
• Take leadership to pave way for the Future of Mobility: with the speed of 

technological innovations in mobility solutions outpacing regulations, it is crucial for 
(city) governments to stay up to date and take sufficient action. The public sector 
should take leadership and ensure that there is an enabling regulatory framework, 
which accommodates the necessary infrastructure development and further growth 
of new mobility solutions. 

• Trust takes transparency and time: new mobility solutions are contingent on public 
use, which requires trust from the general public who are often hesitant to adopt 
unfamiliar solutions. The relevant public and private stakeholders involved in the 
development of new mobility solutions need to play a key role in building trust and 
providing transparency in the ecosystem by facilitating information and knowledge 
sharing. For example, the proliferation of accurate and reliable safety statistics can 
overcome the risk perception bias of shared and autonomous mobility (which is often 
perceived as riskier than it objectively is). This relies on the involvement of reputable 
players such as governmental organisations. As such, given sufficient time, the market 
can become more familiarised with the path towards the Future of Mobility and start 
to trust and make use of new mobility solutions. 

• Foster a growth-oriented culture and mindset: successful scaleups are often based in 
a region that has a growth-oriented culture with supportive stakeholders that benefit 
their fast-growth trajectory. Regional players are therefore key orchestrators in the 
scaleup ecosystem. By setting up successful incubation centres and scaleup campuses 
that promote and drive entrepreneurship, (governmental) institutions can thereby 
foster a growth-oriented culture in their respective regions. Successful scaleup 
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entrepreneurs and leaders often embed this into their recruitment and HR processes 
by making sure that they hire employees with a growth mindset and thereafter 
provide training to further stimulate entrepreneurship and growth within the team. 
The use of professional and advisory services could be useful to scaleups to help guide 
these processes. For the Future of Mobility specifically, it is especially important for 
this growth-oriented culture of experimentation to permeate within the organisation 
to the mindset of the employees. Solutions that are so radically new to the market 
require a special type of (risk-taking and growth) mindset to drive its growth.  

• Local partners are key to scaling internationally: ecosystems are dependent on the 
local context, which requires adapting to new market conditions abroad. Scaleups can 
navigate an increasingly complex multi-cultural institutional environment with local 
partners such as advisory services that have international exposure and experience. 
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Glossary of Terms 

Startup 
A starting company (max. five years old) with a feasible business model of an innovative 
idea and / or new market. The company does not have to be profitable yet as it’s in its 
startup phase, which could mean that it is still validating a business model (adapted from 
European Startup Network). 

Scaleup 
A scaleup is a company with an annual growth-rate of 20 percent or more per year in 
employees and / or turnover over a measurement period of at least three years. In 
addition, the company must have at least 10 full-time employees (FTE) and / or 5 million 
euros in turnover at the start of the measurement period (Eurostat-OECD, 2007). 

Scaleup ecosystem 
A complex system of interactions, collaborations and exchanges between agents within 
an institutional and cultural context which fosters the enduring fast-growth of 
companies. Scaleup ecosystems are characterised by and dependent on access to: 
market, related and supporting industries, talent and knowledge and capital (adapted 
from various sources used in this research paper, see Section 3.1). 

Mobility 
To move (or transport) people (or goods) more easily or freely from one place to another 
(adapted from Cambridge Dictionary’s definitions).  

Future of Mobility 
The development of new mobility solutions, driven by innovations such as automation, 
connectivity and on-demand accessibility, that enable a seamless flow of people and 
goods in a sustainable way (adapted from Deloitte Insights and Future of Mobility 
community). 

Mobility as a Service (MaaS) 
A user-centric, intelligent mobility distribution model in which all mobility service 
providers’ offerings are aggregated by a sole mobility provider, the MaaS provider, and 
supplied to users through a single digital platform (Merkert, Bushell & Beck, 2020).  

Corporate Mobility as a Service (CMaaS) 
A MaaS service owned or commissioned, or in other ways controlled, by a corporation 
that is focused on transport within, to and from a work site or campus, or between work 
sites or campuses. The users of the service are the people working at or visiting the site 
(Hesselgren, Sjöman & Pernestål, 2020). 
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